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SNOWS HAVE NEW CONTRACT
Snow Shipyards, Inc., has Just
closed a contract for the construc
tion of a 124-foot wooden beam
trawling vessel for the Irving Usen
fishing interests of Boston.
The boat will be similar in gen
eral lines to the one now under con

struction at this yard for the Sea
Trawling Corp., but will be some
what larger and with 20 percent
greater fishing capacity, and ma
terially different in details within
the hull and house.
She will be powered with a Fa'rbanks-Morse Diesel.

THE PINE TREE STAGERS
Best foot forward on the histrion I his daughters, Ruth Comstock and !
ic pathway of established merit, Dorothy MacNell, gave excellent I
the Pine Tree Stagers are off to a account of themselves with pleas- I
banner outset with the presenta ing ingenue adaptation.
For once the servant type was
tion of the ideally adapted comedy,
"The Late Christopher Bean,' not overdrawn in slapstick buffoonwhich brougiit a succession of cur J ery, this to everyone's vast relief.
tain calls last night at Watts hall For once, a maid was allowed a
ln Thomaston. There were a few semblance of Intelligence, of dig
—only a few empty seats, but the nity and in this instance, thanks
applause was of capacity house ! to Edna Wellington's perception,
volume, an appreciative response by there even attached a pensive ten
DeAnitely captivating
an audience well qualified to Judge derness.
and whose approval ls significant were the scenes enacting poor
j Abby's solitary solace in the memofor that reason.
Modeling it after a Paris suc 1 ory of a vanished Joy. Rare acting
cess, "Prenez Garde a la Peinture.•’ I was this and done with feeling and
the author of the play, Sidney How ] sympathy.
When a “bit piece" surges to the
ard, wrote this piece in Wiscasset
and deftly wove into it characteri fore and earns Its own attention,
zations robustly typical of this that becomes stage news. The
locale. True, a Up may curl at the fact applied last night to Richard
plausibility of even a rural doctor's Robinson, Jew for a night, and a
family using double negatives, but real Ikey if there ever was one.
what's a dialogue triviality among Addison Powell did very well when
playgoers? Basically, the substance his lines called for animation;
was homey material and a happy while Maxwell Eaton, in suave
polish, employed the unhurried
choice.
„
Briefly, the plot was spun around technique of the dilettant. Thomas
the post-mortem discovery of an Roach portrayed the dramatic
artistic genius. Befriended by a critic convincingly and with aplomb
This solidly successful premiere
country physician, an impoverished
painter < Christopher Beam leaves has given assurance of the Pine
to him several works which be Tree Stagers' concern with the
come famous after Beans death. worthwhile in theatricals. ThumbsHow the simple medico is deluged up reaction of the spotlight fans
with princely commercial offers is best indicated by their expec
for what he considered worthless tant eye toward next week's offer
junk, his frantic attempts to rescue ing, "Mis' Nelly of NOrleans." a
the discarded treasures, and Anal comedy of moonshine, madness and
ly the squelching of avarice by make-believe. This will be the
the bland announcement of the second in a series of four plays to
"hired girl" that she ls the widow be presented in Thomaston Friday
—all make for pungjent junior stud nights during August.
ded with a pathos whitrti straddles
Orett F. Robinson, formerly of
drama as well.
As the simple-souled doctor, bluff Warren, who has been a member of
honest but family-ridden, H. Well the faculty of the Eastern State
ington Smith was peerless. That Norma! School in Castine the past
is a strong word, but when a char 12 years has been appointed to the
acter dominates three acts in tower Aroostook Slate Normal School at
ing realism and each spectator 1 Presque Isle. He was educated at
sees in him hls own family Warren High School, Rockland
physician, there is left no loop Commercial College, Farmington
hole for dispute; he is tops. His State Normal School. Bowdoin
wife, Laura Littlefield, left little j College, Boston University and
to be desired in the role of University of Maine. The Aroos
scheming, ambitious spouse; while took institution gains a valuable
educator, and It ls needless to say
that Castine loses him with deep
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CARNIVAL’S CLOSING DAY
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The Black Cat

Program Has Been Going Along Gloriously
—Tonight Somebody Gets the Cottage

[EDITORIAL]

Had Successful Premiere At Thomaston
—“Moonshine and Madness” Next Week

Annual Church Fair

THREE CENTS A COPT
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A representative of the Augusta
field office of the Social Security
Board will be at the deputy collector's Office, Post Office building,
Aug 14. from 11.30 a. m. to 3 p. tn.
He will be pleased to assist applicants who may wish to file claims.
or to assist them In other matters.

BASEBALL

7HURSDAY. AUGUST 15—6.45 P. M.

"WHERE HAS THE SUMMER CONE?”
We are racing through the Summer at a scandalous rate
of speed, and it ls now no time at all to the agricultural fairs,
especially our own at Union which comes this year long before
the frost ls on the "punkin." In view of Its late arrival we
may well ask ourselves where Summer has gone—or will soon
be asking It—for several oi the season’s most glorious weeks
are yet to be checked off the calendar. “Vacationland” Is
filled to the brim with Summer visitors, all having a good time,
and necessarily leaving within the State's borders much new
money, of which they doubtless do not begrudge a single
penny. The commercially minded will tell you that the Sum
mer folks are not spending as much money as usual, and In
these times of great tax burdens, and unusual obligations this
may be true, although many resorts in this section are full to
capacity and have been obliged to lease cottages, and private
houses to accommodate their guests. At an ordinary farm
house in one of the rural communities it ls said that supper
was served the other night to 80 transients. The harvest is
a brief one and we simply echo a regret which has been voiced
down through the years, when we say that Labor Day must
thrust its unwelcome presence on us and bring to an abrupt
end a period which has brought so much pleasure, and an
undoubted measure of prosperity. President Roosevelt changed
the wrong holiday; Labor Day should be set forward a week,
and not Thanksgiving Day.

It is now possible for persons wishing to do buslnes on
. Main street to park a car near their goal—something which
could not be done before the new regulations went into effect,
when the same car could be seen in the same spot almost
every hour ln the day The enforcement of any law Is
apt to bring unfriendly criticism down upon the heads of
those responsible for It, but the frequency with which Chief
of Police Arthur D. Fish Is being complimented upon the new
arrangement speaks volumes for the manner In which It ls
being done, and the calm Judgment of those who realize why
it is being done. The one-hour parking law, common enough
ln almost any progressive municipality, ls the child of think
ing business men; Its enforcement ls the work of a police de
partment only too glad to co-operate.
FAVOR SINGLE FEATURES

The Oallup poll ls developing the public viewpoint on
many Important questions, and the latest discovery is that
the majority of motion picture patrons do not favor the
double feature program. The single feature is favored by 57
percent and the double feature by 43 percent, the latter group
finding its principal support among the juvenile element.
Even ln the single program there are occasional feature pic
tures which are too long to suit the taste of some patrons,
but on the whole the arrangements at Strand and Park
Theatres merit admirably the desires of the patrons.
IN A RETIRING MOOD

It was one thing for Jim Farley to resign the chairman
ship of the Democratic National Committee, but that he is
seriously minded in this business of abdications ls shown by
the fact that he has also resigned nis Cabinet position of
Postmaster Oeneral. The genial and highly liked ex-boss
may find consolation in his proposed berth as the head of the
New York Yankees, but their present stride is far from con
soling. Outwardly James A Farley will support President
Roosevelt, but if one is to judge from his present demeanor
he will hold a Democratic ballot in one hand and his nose
in the other. In this respect he will probably be like count
less other Democrats who see the Ship of State drifting
perilously close to the breakers, but who are reluctant to quit
the party they once honored so highly.

STILL OBSESSED
(Boston Olobe)

EVERY PLAYER RIDES A DONKEY
ADMISSION: CHILDREN 10c; ADULTS 25c

96* It

TOMORROW’S THE DAY

When the doves of peace come to roost again in the
Europe that will be under Herr Hitler's heel, it will be a Jewless Europe. When he gets around to it, Der Fuehrer will pick
out some vast plain remote from Europe where such Jews as
are left may colonize. You have this tip-off straight from the
journalistic megaphone of Adolf's Elite SS. Guard, Das
Schwarze Korps.
Time has marched on a long distance since the Pharaohs
expelled the Jew from Egypt, leaving the glory of the Pharaohs
covered with the dust ol the ages. Ferdinand and Isabella
exiled all Spain's hundreds of thousands ol Jews In 1482—and
Spain’s economic, political and social decline began then.
The Russian Romanovs in 1891 provoked the massacre of
thousands of Jewish people, and as many more fled that coun
try—a quarter-century later saw the last of the Romanovs.
Herr Hitler has butchered or banished countless thousands of
Jews from Oermany and—well, they who run may read some
mystic moral in all this.

UNION FAIR
UNION, MAINE

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
August 20,21,22,23
Every Sunday up lo and including Sept. 15, excursions will be
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—2'- Hours—take thr big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $150;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island, $3.00.
78Btf

Many years ago the late Frank
Burpee, the late A. Ross Weeks
and Frank L. Weeks were enjoying
the day at the Weeks' cottage, Bat
tery Beach. After the men folks
had “done" the dinner dishes Mr.
Burpee was dismayed to find he
had lost a valuable diamond ring.
Search was made in the rubbish
heap whither Mr. Burpee had
thrown tlie dishwater, but no ring.
Twenty years elapsed, and one day
somebody asked In the presence of
Frank Weeks what he supposed tliat
shiny object was near the cottage.
“171 bet a dollar I know!" said
Frank. You have guessed correct
ly, dear reader. It was Mr. Bur
pee’s diamond ring, pushed up from
its burial place on an up-growing
weed, and shining as of yore.

ONE HOUR PARKING

UNION FAIR GROUNDS
MARRIED MEN vs. SINGLE MEN

(By Tlie Roving Reporter)

Upper: Russell Connon leading Hillcrest Riding Academy in Wednes
day night's parade. Center: 1905 Buick, driven by Carl Eaton ol Rockport,
I with Donald Eaton beside him. In rear seat. Miss Arlene Tominsky, Miss
i Cynthia Eaton and Bernard Andrews. Winner of first prize in romedy
division of Wednesday night's parade. Bottom: Hartford Blanchard of
j Camden as Unele Sam in Wednesday night’s parade.

Thursday was Boy Scout Day at
the Rockport Carnival-Regatta with
the senior boys of Camp illiam Hinds
of Raymond, who have been in camp
on the waterrfont since the opening
of the carniva, taking prominent
part in the exhibitions and contests
by patrols from Pine Tree Council.
Rockland Troop No. 204 was winner
in three of the six contests .with the
Mills brothers starring. Other Boy
Scout troops represented were Red
Jacket Troop Sea Scouts of Rock
land, Sea Scout Patrol of Camden
and the local troop Tlie summary:
Friction by fire.Indian style, won
by Rockwland Troop No. 204, Albert
and Joseph Mills.
Fire by flint and steel, won by
John Finlayson and Philip Frothingham of Camp William Hinds and
Joseph Mills of Rockland.
String burning, won by Rockland
Troop No. 204. Joseph and Albert
Mills and Charles Carr.
Antelope race, won by Camp Wil
liam Hinds, Raymond True, John
Whitehouse, Otto Price. Eric Hlrshlre, Andrew Phillips and Wallace
Henderson.
Chariot race, won by Camp Wil
liam Hinds. John Lindsley, Robert
Racine, William Webster.
Blanket rolling, won by Rockland
Troop No. 204, Joseph and Albert
Mills, Donald McLellan, Charles
Carr.
A highly Interesting demonstra
tion by Boy Scouts of Camp Hinds
was the World's Fair service camp
drill led by William Moore.
With a stiff breeze and fair sail
ing conditions the boats of the Tar-

ratine Yacht Club of Dark Harbor
raeved over the three mile course.
William Babcock was easy winner in
the 12 foot Herreshoff class with
John Harrison and Leroy Aldrich
close contestants for second place.
The summary:
Twenty-one foot class:
Owner
Time
Mary Aldrich, 2 hrs. 12 min., 43
sec.
Jessie Leonard, 2 hrs., 15 min., 14
sec.
Harriett Aldrich, 2 hrs., 18 min.,
3 sec.
Herman Wliiton, 2 hrs., 20 min.,
28 sec.
Radcliff Chestern, 2 hrs., 30 min.,
li sec
J. J. Emery, 2 hrs., 36 min.. 34 sec.
Twelve foot Herreshoff Class:
William Babcock, 2 hrs., 7 min..
10 sec.
John Harrison, 2 hrs, 21 min..
12 sec.
Leroy Aldrich, 2 hrs., 21 min..
14 sec. )
Alexander Aldrich, 2 hrs., 22 min.,
18 sec.
Don Chestern, 2 hrs., 30 min.,
29 sec.
Wolcott Blair, 2 hrs., 36 min.,
59 sec.
Nautical gifts were awarded first
and second winners by Milford
Payson, chairman of the racing com
mittee. The harbor was well filled
with yachts and boats from the
various summer colonies along the
coast, many of them following the
racers around the course.
The Camden High School Band,
wearing tlieir new uniforms of crim
son and grey, opened the evening
program, giving a fine concert. An
‘Firpo” Frye’s Wood Yard other very enjoyable feature, and
one which Is presented each after
SUMMER WOOD
noon and evening was the "Lock(Fitted)
wells’ in a skillful skating act. At
the completion of their marvelous
Price 75c per foot
TEL. 1366
96*11 stunts volunteer boys and girls from
(Continued on Page Seven)

HORSE RACING
PARI MUTUEL BETTING
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
LARGE FARM EXHIBITS
BIG CATTLE SHOW

LOBSTERS
—SPECIAL—

MAMMOTH MIDWAY
WOOD-CHOPPING CONTESTS

6 LOBSTERS,
$1.00
12 LOBSTERS, $2.00
CLAMS,
peck 50c

Night Shows Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Evgs.

Just the right size for steaming

Band Concerts

Vaudeville

Fireworks

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.W

A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR

BIGGER AND BETTER

Tillson Avenue
93-101

Rockland, Me.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Tel. 56-

One hot Sunday, a few years
ago. I gladly accepted an Invitation
to ride in a motor car, and cool off.
Tlie breeze appeared to be refresh
ing, but somehow I did not seem to
cool off. On the contrary it grew
warmer and warmer and In place
of having my fevered brow cooled
I’found myself wiping away the per
spiration. Tlie mystery was sud
denly explained by the driver’s re
mark; "Drat that heater, I can't
shut it off."

Over In Iewiston and Auburn en
terprising youths are said to be
selling clothespins, which according
to tliat reliable newspaper, The
Lewiston Journal, are affixed to the
noses of citizens who are offend
ed by tlie stench which arises from
the river. Wliat did the citizens
wear on their noses after that Au
Luther Cobb, proprietor of the burn registration burglary?
Fanning County (Georgia* Times
Publicity agents who inflict ex
claims he has “the only honest to
gosh country weekly In the United tended articles upon patient news
States." They liave no rural elec papers would be forgiven some of
their sins lf they didn't wait until
trification system down that way
press mdrning to present material
but Cobb runs his presses with an which could easily have been pre
18-foot overshot wheel.
pared several days earlier. This
hint has nothing specific ln Its
At tihe time of the repeal of the nature; it Is general.
Eighteenth Amendment opinion was
One of the workmen engaged ln
divided as to whether tlie return of
legal beer, wine and hard liquor removing debris from the basement
of the Masonic building found
would reduce the national con
a brass clock. He wound the In
sumption of soft drinks. Statistics
strument and it began to tick as
seem to indicate it has not. Ameri merrily as if it had not one time
cans are now drinking 15.000.000 been buried under tons of water.
bottles of carbonated beverages
The average rates charged for
daily, according to a large manufac
turer. This is equal to 5,475,000,000 fire insurance decreased from $1.17
bottles a year, or forty-two bottles in 1907 to sixty-seven cents in 1938.
for each man, woman and child in
One year ago: Mrs. Emily J. Watts
the country.
of South Thomaston celebrated her

Ed Pointer of the Boston Olobe
afflicted with a severe case of punltls says: “Canine Days are going;
Equine Nox coming along." In or
der that the bovine genus sliall
not be overlooked may I suggest
that we always have the Milky Way.

90th birthday—Patrolman Christofferson shot a five-foot rattlesnake
on Upper Park street. Escaped
from a street carnival.—Henry Meldrum. World War veteran, died at
Tenants Harbor, aged 47.—L. E.
Jones was re-elected president of
tlie class of 1912 at Rockledge Inn.

FOR ROCKLAND POSTMASTER
Civil Service Exams To Be Held—Appli.

cations Must Be In Before August 27
An open competitive examination i assemble ln an examination room for
to All the vacancy in the position of , written tests, but will be rated on
postmaster In Rockland, has been ' their education, business or profesannounced by the United States i sional experience, general quallflClvll Service Commission.
' cation and suitability. The Civil
An applicant must be a citizen if Service Commission will make an
the Uni’ed States, must have actu impartial Inquiry among representa
ally resided within the delivery of tive patrons of the office, both men
this post office, or within the city or and women, concerning the experi
town in which the office is located, ence, ability, and character of each
for at least one year immediately applicant. The evidence thus se
preceding the date fixed for close of cured will be considered in deter
receipt of applications, must be ln mining the ratings to be assigned to
good physical condition, and within the applicants. Tlie Commission la
the prescribed age limits, certain not interested in the political, re
waivers of the age limits being al ligious, or fraternal affiliations of
lowed persons granted veteran pref any applicant.
erence Both men and women are
Full information and application
admitted.
forms may be obtained from the
The Civil Service Commission will secretary of the local board of civil
certify the names of the highest service examiners at the post office
three qualified ellglbles to the Post in this city, or from the United
master Oeneral who shall thereupon States Civil Service Commission,
submit the name of the eligible se Washington, D C., and applications
lected to the President for nomina must be on file with this Commis
tion. Confirmation by the Senate sion not later than Aug. 27.
ls the final action.
Tlie salary of the Rockland post
Applicants will not be required to master is $3200.
Platoon Sergeant John G. Land, '
of the U. S. Marine Barracks, Navy | YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Yard, Portsmouth, N. H., will be in
------Rockland on Monday and Tuesday J K I had my life to live again j
for the purpose of interviewing !
“Jde_ a nile to read aome
and listen to some muslo el
young men who are interested in poetry
least once a week. The loss of theee
enlisting in the U. S. Marines. Ap Darwin1* * lo“ 04 beppineea—Cheriee
plicants for enlistment must be be
tween the ages of 18 and 35, single,
PICK CLOUDS AWAY
and citizens of the United States. P“«£. £lou.d? “way- “"d welcome d»y
In addition they must be wel: quali
With nlicht we banish sorrow,
air. blow soft; mount, lark, aloft.
fied physically, mentally, and mor Sweet
To give my love good morrow.
ally. Sergeant Land will be at Wings from the wind to please her
mind.
the Post Office Building from 9
Notes from the lark rtl borrow:
a. m. to 3 p. tn. on the dates given Bird, prune tliy wing; nightingale,
sing.
above, and will be very glad to give
To give my love good morrow.
any information at his command to
To give my love good morrow.
Notes from them all I'U borrow.
interested persons.
Wake from thy nest, robin redbreast.

Slug, birds, ln every furrow:
Joseph HaJvorsen of Brooklyn And
from each hill let music shrlU
Give my fair love good morrow
fell asleep at the wheel in Rock
Blackbird
and thrush tn every bush
ville yesterday morning and suf
Stare, linnet, and cock-sparrow.
fered a concussion and scaip wounds You petty elves, amongst yourselves
Sing my fair love good morrow.
when hls car left the highway and
To give my love good morrow.
Slug, birds, ln every furrow.
struck a pole. Dr. North attend
ed the victim at Knox Hospital.
—Thomas Heywood

1
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The Rotary Club

YRBB-TIMB8-A-WEK1

For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knoeketh it
shall be opened.—Matt. 7: 8.

Told By Guest Speaker
Of Maine Liquor Profits
and Necessity

FAMILY
REUNIONS

GILCHREST FAMILY

The Gilchrest family will hold its
annual reunion at St. George
Grange hall Aug. 15. All members
are asked to make an effort to at
tend. as it is the 50th anniversary.
Emma W. Gilchrest, Sec.
Co-97
SIMMONS FAMILY

The annual reunion of the Sim
mons family will be held at the
Wes; Rockport Grange hpll Wed
nesday Aug. 14 rain or slvne. Please
note rhange of date due to Union
Fair.
Mabel S. Heald, S»c.
96-lt

WINCHENBAUGH FAMILY
The 41st annual reunion of thc
Winchenbaugh family will be held
Wednesday, Aug. 14, at Sandy
Shores, South Warren. If stormy,
first fair day.
Margaret M. Mank, Sec.
96-lt

PAYSON-FOGLER FAMILIES
The annual reunion of the Payson-Fogler Family will be held Wed
nesday, Aug. 28 at the Crescent
Beach cottage of Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
St. Clair. Basket lunch, coffee to
be served by committee In charge.
Gladys S. Heistad, Sec
96&101
PRAISE FOR THE FOWL

(For The Courler-Oazettel
You may sing about thc robin and the
starlings.
And call thc chickadees and humming

birds “such darlings'
Tell about the mocking-birds and
whlpoorwllls you've heard:
But of all the winged fdinlly that I
admire most.
The ones of which I'd rather make my
boast.
And the ones I always have preferred
Are the geese, ducks and turkeys and
the old domestic hen
These are the birds that most engage
my ken.
For they the fruit produce for dally
family use.
And by their cackle when they lay,
my heart is stlrredl

By MOSHER

NATIONAL AVIATION DAY

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

“Dunfallandy Woods”
Scene Of Happy Gathering
Of Rockland Society Of
Hard Of Hearing

By thc President of the United States of America
A PROCLAMATION
Whereas the development of aeronautics in recent years has
been so rapid that aviation in its many phases has come to exert
a profound influence on the course of events throughout the world;
and
Whereas American initiative and industry have contributed
greatly to this development and should be encouraged to continue
such contribution in order that the United States may retain Its
outstanding position in the field of aeronautics; and
Whereas Public Resolution No 14, 76th Congress, approved
May 11. 1939 (53Stat. 739), provides;
“ That the President of the United States is authorized to desig
nate Aug 19 of each ycar as National Aviation Day, and to issue
a proclamation calling upon officials of the Government to display
the flag of the United States on all Government buildings on that
day. and inviting the people of the United States to observe the day
with appropriate exercises to further and stimulate interest in
aviation in the United States.":
Now. therefore, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt. President of the United
States of America, do hereby designate Aug. 19. 1939. and Aug. 19
of each succeeding year as National Aviation Day, and call upon
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States
on all Government buildings on that day, and invite thc people of
the United States to observe the day with appropriate exercises to
further and stimulate interest in aviation in this country.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to b, affixed.
Done at the City of Washington this 25th day of July in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine, and of the
Independence of the United States of America thc one hundred
and sixty fourth.
(
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
I Seal]
By the President:
Cordell Hull, Secretary of State.

Miss Edith Ferguson of Damari
scotta entertained members and
friends of the Rockland Society for
thc Hard of Hearing Thursday at
picnic luncheon at her home “DunfaJlandy Woods.' Miss Ferguson
was
assisted by her sisters, Misses
League Standing
Evelyn and Maud Ferguson.
W
Pet.
L.
Tables were spread on the lawn
Amoco ............ 13
3
.813
under
the pines and tamaracks. The
fio
’
l
6
Texaco
10
nearby gardens, a riot of midsum
Indies ............ . 10
i
.585
mer color, completed a beautiful
Elks ............... 10
7
.585
setting. Covers were laid for 25.
Snow's
........
10
415
A delightful feature of the lunch
Perrv's ........... . 7
11
.381
eon was a surprise birthday cake
A & P............. 6
10
.375
Left, John 11. Young; right, William Noster.
for Mrs. Flora Lovejoy who recent
Van Baalen ..... 4
13
236
ly celebrated an 85th birthday. She
• • • •
was also the recipient of several
Coming Games
gifts.
Sunday — Snow's
VS.
Indies:
Greetings were read from Mtss
Amoco vs. Beaton's Pets.
Eliza C. Hannegan, Eastern Zone
Monday—Perry's vs. Texaco
Vice President, expressing her re
Tuesday—Elks vs. Van Baalen.
gret in not being able ito be present
• • • •
at the picnic.
Elks 5. Texaco 4
The hilltop location of ’DunfalMike Arico followed up his victory
landy Woods.” overooking the Dam
over the Amoco with a neat five hit.
ariscotta River. Is a sightly one and
5 to 4 win over the Texacos last
the century and one-half old house
night to lift the Elks into a tie for
Rockland 4. Augusta 1
rest of the game. Ellis pitched two is very interesting both ln architec
third place. Although the Elks got
At Community Park Thursday hit ball while Kinney only allowed ture and furnishings. Two spiral
12 hits themselves, they needed a
self-supporting
staircases
and
night before a good crowd the Pi four. The score:
three run rally in the fifth to win
Thomaston
double Christian doors are features
rates
beat
the
Augusta
Senators
the ball game. The Texacos had
ab r bh po a
of special interest
led by Bill Macomber. French al Smith, ss .......... .. 3 0 0 1 2
picked up an unearned run in the
Those present were Mrs. John
lowed only two singles and struck Woodcock, lb ..... 3 0 0 7 0
second and after the Elks went
Northcott of New Belford and
out 11. The Pirates fielded bril D. Sawyer. 2b..... 3
ahead in their half with two. again
Friendship, Mrs Nettle Drown of
liantly and showed the home fans Mackie, c ............ 3
took the lead three runs on two
South Weymouth and Friendship,
some classy playing especially in Hawkins, lf ___ 3
hits, two errors and a walk, in the
Mrs . Ellis Lawry and Mlss Eda
the first when Healy who walked E. Robinson. 3b .. 3
third. The Elks wasted a golden
Lawry of Friendship, Mrs. Martha
and
stoic
second
tried
to
score
or
opportunity in their half of this just can’t seem to get no place. He
A. Robinson, rf .... 2
Matthews of New Britain and
Benn-r'i single to right field. Upham, rf .......... 1
Inning, when they made three hits, has lasted the full route just once
Thcmastrn, Mrs. Ralph Ayers. Mrs.
Chisholm rifled a strike to Foote Watts, cf ............. 1
but even with an error thrown In this year.
Abbie Montomery, and Miss Helen
who
tinged
out
Healy
and
threw
Leadbetter, cf ..... 2
they failed to score. They were not
Mike Arico showed that he ls
R.
L.
White,
Finance
Carr of Thomaston. Miss Elizabeth
to
Wh.trar.
l
at
flrst
to
catch
Ben

denied in the fifth, however. After ready for the Amocos tomorrow
Porter of Camden. Mrs. Mary
Chairman, Will Address ner off the bag for a smart double Kinney, p ............ 2
Lampi and Jenkins had reached first by holding the Texacos to five hits
Veazie. Mrs Frank Hewett, Mrs.
play.
Knox County Repub
on a hit and an error, Stevens sacri Thursday night. That is nine hits
26 2 2 21 10 3
Gladys
Thomas . Mrs. Nathan
Sam
Goggln
allowed
six
hits,
Rockland
ficed. and Glover tied the ball game allowed by Michael ln the last two
lican Workers
Witham. Mrs. Freeman Brown, Mrs.
three for extra bases and retired
up with a double. Robbins' single games.
ab r bh po a
J. 8 Fogg. Mrs. Faith Berry, Miss
tallied Glover with the deciding run.
Raymond L. White of Waterville, eight via the strike out route. Billings, ss .......... 3 1 2
Hope Oreenhalgh. Mrs Robert Hus
Charlie
Foote
with
a
single
and
a
Chisholm. 2b. lf .. 2 0 0
Jenkins continued hls fine fielding, Amoco 12. A. A P. 12
chairman of the Second Congres
sey. Miss Maude Marsh. Miss Laura
triple led both teams at bat. The French, ss. 2b..... 2 0 1
for the winners. The score;
The Amocos demonstrated their sional District of the Republican score:
Sylvester and Mrs. Flora Lovejoy,
Texaco
Ellis, p _______ 3 0 0
all of Rockland.
fighting qualities again last night Finance Committee wiU speak Pirates
Karl, cf __
3 0 1
ab r bh po a
Miss Helen Carr will entertain
as
they
spotted
A.
&
P.
nine
runs
ab
r
bh
po
a
e
Monday night at 720 oclock at
Whitman, lb___ 2 0 0
Seavey, 3b .......... 3
the society Sept. 5.
in the first three innings and then the Court House to the town chair Billings, ss _____ 3 2 1110 McNeiUy. 3b ...... 2 0 0 0
Chris, rf ______ 4
3 1 2 12 1 0 Peterson, c .....
came with a rush in the last two men of Knox County. Every town Fotte. c ........
3 0 0 11
Spofford, ss ...... .. 2
French, p ............ 2 0 10 10 Drinkwater. rf .... 2 0 0
Rockport 3; Friday, Thomaston 2,
innings to earn a 12 to 12 tie game.
Gowell. lb
3
in
Mr.
White's
district
now
has
a
Rockland 1.
Ellis, lf ................ 2 0 0 0 0 0 Winchenbach. rf
A. & P. belted Brackett from the
1 0 0 0
Bartlett, p
3
• • • •
1I box in less than two innings and finance chairman ready to carry Karl, cf ................ 3 0 0 1 1 0
McLeod. 2b ........ 2
Coming
Gaines
Whitman,
lb
......
3
0
0
3
0
1
on
this
important
work.
0
|
had
a
9
to
1
lead
as
Amoco
went
to
23 1 4*20 8 5
Mank. cf ............ 3
Sunday—Rockland at Samoset;
2 0 10 10
Those ln charge of the work in Chisholm rf ...
0 bat In the fifth. A combination of
• Smith out for interference.
Hodgkins, r.......... 3
Green
Hornets at Camden.
McNeiUy,
3b
.......
3
110
10
Knox
County
are:
District
vice
walks,
hits
and
stolen
bases
brought
Thomaston
..........
0
10
0
10
O
—
2
Allen, lf ............. 2
Tuesday, Aug. 13—Rockland at
the count to 9 to 7 in this inning, chairman. Mrs. E. Stewart Orbe Collamore. 2b ..... 3 0 0 1 0 0 Rockland ...... ...... 1 0 0 0 0 0 O—l
Merritt, c ........... 2
but the game seemed lost again as ton; County chairman. Gilbert
Struck out, by Ellis 11. by Kin Camden; Rockport at Thomaston.
Thursday. Aug. 15—Camden at
24 4 6 18 6 1 I ney 7. Base on balls, off Ellis 1.
A. & P tagged Bisbee for three Harmon. County vice chairman,
more in tne sixth. Put Amocc Mrs. Dorothy Bird; Appleton, Miss Senators
! Kinney 2 Double play. A. Robin- Thomaston; Rockland at Rockport.
Elks
Sunday, Aug. 18—Vlnalhaven at
ab r bh po a c son. Mackie and H. Sawyer. Sacricame back stronger rhan ever. Ai Lucy Moody; Camden, E. Hamil
Rockland.
Healey.
2b
..........
2
ton
Hall;
Friendship.
Charles
Wink
started
with
a
homer,
and
0
flee
hits.
Chisholm.
Whitman.
UmLampinm. r....... .
...... 2
Shafter followed with a triple. Then Grant; Hope. Elmer True. North Benner, cf
0 pires. Frye and Wilson.
Jenkins, ss .......... 2
1 I
• • • •
Under the act, it is likewise man
came successive singles by the next Haven. Miss Vonie E. Brown; Owl's Fossett. 3b .......... 3
Stevens, 3b ........ 2
Cunningham, lb 3
datory that all aliens over 14 years
0 Twilight Topics
Head.
Mrs.
Nellie
Reed;
Rockland.
0!
three
hitters,
and
when
Higgins
let
Glover, lb .......
3
1 Sullivan's shot go through his legs Edward R. Veazie; Rockport. R. B Coughlin, ss ..... 2
Thomaston-Rockland games to of age remaining ln tlie United
Felt, c............. ...... 3
the tieing runs came in. It looked MacFarland; St. George, Ralph Lerette, lf ........... 1
date have been as close as Rock States for 30-days or longer shall
Robbins. 2b ........ 3
apply for registration and be finger
like a sure win for Amoco, but Simmons; South Thomaston. Mrs. |S. Goggin. p ...... 2
land-Camden ones usually are.
Williams, lf ____ 3
O. Goggin, c ....... 1
printed. The National Orange has
Eva
Sleeper.
Thomaston
and
Cush

•
•
•
•
Brackett
took
care
of
the
next
two
Cole, cf
2
long advocated the adoption of such
hitters on infield taps. Bud Keefe ing, Edwin F. lynch, Union. Cur Macomber, rf
Roes, rf
The Pirates go to the Samoset a policy.
grabbed hitting honors with four tis Payson; Vinalhaven, Calvin
Arico, p
13 1 2 18 4 2 Sunday to play the strong hotel
straight hits, one a double, while Vinal; Warren. William H. Robin
Foote.
Augusta ................... 0 0 0 0 0 1—1 nine, led by Charlie
Under tlie term of the new Alien
son;
Washington,
Archie
Hibbert.
Al
Wink
was
high
for
Amoco
with
• • • •
28 5 12 21 13 6
Rockland
.................
1
0
0
0
2
1
—
4
Registration Act, approved by Presi
Edward
J.
Cornells
of
Camden,
a double and homer. The score:
Raymie
Ellis,
formerly
a
Pirate
Elks
.............
0
2
0
0
3
0
x
—
5
MARTINSVILLE
Two base hit. Billings. Three base
who has been called “Maine's No. 1
A. A P.
has looked very good ln hls last dent Roosevelt on June 28, no alien
Mrs. William Main of Malden. Texaco ........ 0 1 3 0 0 0 0-1
hit. Foote. McNeilly. Struck out, by
Willkie
man.
”
has
charge
of
the
ab
r
bh
po
a
e
Tu7> base hits, Glover. Williams. 1
two starts for Rockport. Sunday can hereafter enter the United
Mass., ts visiting her sister Mrs. Hodgkins. Sacrifices. Stevens. Allen, j Mazzeo. lf ....... .. 1
work among the Summer residents. French 11, by Goggin 7. Base on Rockland had no catcher; Thurs States without first being registered
Fred E. Hooper.
balls, off French 4. off Goggin 1.
Jenkins. Stolen base. Mank Double Kcefe- ss.... ........ 4
day four were present—it never and finger printed in duplicate by
Mrs. Gardner Wall of Augusta play, Jenkins to Robbins. Base on I Oney. 3b ............ 3
Hit bj- pitcher. Ellis. Sacrifice hit.
the United States Consul at the
rains but lt pours.
HOPE
and Mrs. Andrew Wall of Athol, balls,. off Arico 4. off Bartlett 1. ° Brackett, p
Chisholm. Double plays, Chisholm,
point of embarkation. One copy of
. • • • •
4
Mrs. Wallace Robbfns has been Foote and Whitman; Goggin.
Mass., were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Umpires, Smith and Freeman.
Higgins, lb ....... 4
Cal Smith 'Is the dean of the the registration and finger print
entertaining relatives from Mas Healey and Cunningham. Umpires.
Wallace Watts,
. • • •
Raye. c_______ - 4
league;
signed up with St. Oeorge record shall be retained toy the Con
sachusetts.
Mrs. Warren Pease of Wollaston.
Frye and Marsh.
sul, while the other copy, attached
ln
1927.
Snow’s and A. & P. still have a Mason. cf „.„....... 2
•
•
•
•
Miss Annie Knight, niece of Miss
Mass., is a visitor at Mrs. Colby possible chance to finish in the Hobbs, rf _____ ... 3
to the aliens visa, shall be taken up
• • • •
Nell Fuller of Camden spent Mon Thomaston 2. Rockland 1
Hupper's.
by the examining immigration in
The League Standing
p'ayoff. But the Elks win over Paladino. 2b......... 3
day with Mrs. Ralph Brown, for
In another close game at Com
Clarence Hooper has employment Texaco Thursday didn't help a bit Seliger, r ............ 2
W.
L.
Pet. spector at the point of arrival in the
merly of Waltham, Mass. which is munity Park Thomaston won over
ln Portland.
TWWl United States and forwarded to the
Camden
4
2
Both teams of course, must win
the Pirates. Thomaston scored Rockland ....
Mrs. Paul E. Shorb and sons Rob all remaining games, and eithei
30 12 12 18 5 6 Miss Knight's home town.
4
666 Department of Justice at Wash
2.
Mies Katherine True is at her three runs in their top of the eighth Thomaston
ert and Paul of Washington. D. C. Elks or Indies must lose all re Amoco
... 3
500 ington.
3
home here for an Indefinite stay but the score reverted back to the Rockport
are occupying their Summer home fraining games. The Indies could
ab r bh po a
.... 1
5
.166
Thimble Club met Wednesday seventh when it became too dark
“The Sentinels.'1
Four thousand varieties of rice
kill off Snow's with a win Sunday, Vaenta. lf............ 3 110 0
with Mrs. Esther Herrick.
<o play Rockland's half. Thomas
Miss Myra Marshall has returned and an Elk win over Van Baal<n Lord, cf. p. 2b ...... 3 3 2 0 2
Thursday results: Camden 8. are grown in Japan.
Mrs. Irving Keene returned home ton scored in the second on a walk
from a few days’ visit at her home Tuesday would finish A. & P. with F Wink. 3b........ 3 2 12 3
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Howard to Hawkins a steal of second and
in Somerville, Mass.
Sullivan,
lb
........
4
118
0
out their even playing
Ward Pease of East Boston.Mass..
3 3 2 of Watertown who were weekend an outfield error. In the fifth
Everybody should reserve the;r Welch, ss ............. 4 0 2
is guest of his brother William seats for tomorrow's doubleheader. Day. c ................. 3 0 0 2 0 1 guests at the Keene cottage on Thomaston won the game when
Hobbs Pond.
A. Robinson singled advanced on
Pease.
Scow's still hammering away at i Bisbee, 2b. p ___ 3 0 0 1 1 0
Peterson's error and scored on
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buck and tneir playoff chance against Indies j A. Wink, r.......... 3 2 2
1 0 1
The Department of Agriculture Kinney s fine single to left. Rock
son Robert of Warren. Mass., are in the first game, ard John Bea- R. Brackett, p, cf 3 10 0 11
I have several Houses and Farms at
visiting Mr. and Mrs Albert Rob on's secona team versus Amoco Shafter, rf .......... 2 2 2
1 0 0 has announced that the wheat and land's only run came in the first
wheat flour export programs that when Billings singled was advanced
Very Reasonable Prices
inson.
>n the second game. Bring your
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hupper en earmuffs, be ause it's liable to be
31 12 11 18 10 7 have been in effect during the pastj by Chisholm on a sacrifice and
If
you
ever
want
a Home, don’t miss seeing these
tertained Mr and Mrs N. C. Wyeth a noisy afternoon
A. & P..................... 5 2 2 0 0 3r-12 few years will be continued for the scored on French's single Kinney
coming
year.
The
cotton
export
I
allowed
only
two
singles
after
the
at once
and family Wednesday.
It's hard to see how Al Wink Amoco ................... 1 0 0 0 6 5—12 program will likewise be continued. * first and was In no danger the
Terms
can
be
arranged
on some of them.
Mrs. R. R. Allen is visiting Mr. could be kept off an all-star team
Two base hits. Keefe. Oney.
Allen in New York city. Miss Joan this year. The kid is hitting well, Welch, A. Wink. Three base hit,
283 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
AUen returned Monday from a was always a good fielder, and has Shafter. Sacrifice, Mazzeo 2. Stolen
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
SITAStf
visit in Damariscotta
shown during the past few games bases. Valenta, Lord. Welch, Brack
William Pratt of Massachusetts that he can play more than one ett. Base on balls, off G. Brackett 5,
“MYSTERY SEA RAIDER”
is guest of M. J. Harris.
R. Brackett 2, Lord 2. Struck out.
position.
Mr. and.. Mrs. C. C. Dwyer had
by
G.
Brackett
1.
Hits
off.
R.
Brack

George Brackett pitched hand
as visitors Thursday Prof, and some ball for four innings last ett 6. in one and one-third Innings;
Mrs H L. Hunt of Hebron Acad night in holding the Amocos to two Lord 3 in two and two-thirds inn
emy.
hits, but they found the range in ings. Umpires, Smith and Freeman.
Rev. and Mrs. O. S. Duffield of the last two.
Phoenixville. Penna. are spending
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Brother Ralph and his floater
August at their home here.
Mrs. Clyson Col fin has returned
from a visit in Watertown. Mass.
Buy a home through
She was accompanied by Mrs. Wil
liam Pease of Port Clude.
a Savings Bank mort
Mr. and Mrs. George Gee have
gage and your "rent
returned from visiting their home
money” in many
in Belmont, Mass. Oil return they
were accompanied by Mrs. Gee's
cases will pay off the
mother. Mrs. Charles Hupper, who
mortgage.
is spending tne month at her former
home here.
Remember, a Saving* Bank Mortgage ia one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Hupper, Ar
thur Hupper and Hatton Wilson
simplest. Consider these advantages:
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Watson Barter at Criehaven. Mr
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
Wilson remained for a weeks visit.
individually to meet your own particular situ
Miss Florence Maclntire of Cam
ation.
bridge. Mass., is guest of Mr. and
Mrs. N. H. Gardner.

Profits of State liquor sales the
’ past year amounted to $1,400,000
. for beer and ale. and $1.900 000 for
Author
Wilbert
hard st'-UL numbers of the RockMaine Tides.
Snow. From the Press of Henry I
Holt and Company. New York and j
San Francisco.
Prof. Wilbert Snow in an excel
lent preface gives a delightful essay.
of the New England village life of a j
generation ago. I quote in part:
“The village was a detached unit,
compelled to depend largely upon i
Itself for social existence—Hunting,
fishing and sailboating occupied
a great deal of our time. To the
grown ups these were largely utili- j
tarlan sports, but to the boys they
were unadulterated pleasures . . .
Tlie first approach to poetry this
author ever heard was “Fish and
potatoes, the fat of the land. If you
can't eat that, you can starve and
be —’*
We of Maine of New England and
especially of Rockland take 'just
pride in the fact that Professor
Snow is Maine built. He puts into
his verse homely truths exemplify
ing the rugged quality of the rock- J Burleigh C. Martin, who told Ro
bound, storm encumbered, light tarians what might happen if thr
house that sheltered his advent State liquor business was elimin
into life, and he throws his light ated
in thoughtful verse with sureness -----------------------------------------------and the cultured philosophy of a land Rotary Club were told yestertrained mind.
day when Burleigh Martin, attorProf. Snow's approach is rugged.
, ,, .
.
.. .. . . .. .
. .
ney for Maine Wholesale Distribubut the finished line has taken on a
polish that has the clear brilliant:tors- Inc- appe.red as guest speassparkle of a jewel. He sees art and ' er at the noonday luncheon,
beauty ln the things that some
The money goes to pay old a??
might call uncouth or commonplace pensions, and should the liquor
He makes one see value In his find- ; business be put out of business by
lngs.
the voters next month it would
The simplicity of hls poetry is Its | mean that these stipends would be
greatest value and the sureness of \ cut off. and that a sales tax or
his choice of word strengthens the , some other substitute would have
spirit and mastery of his style, car- I to be employed, according to thc
rying his readers into the homely speakei, who said that there were
corners of his picturesque coast still thousands of old age applicants
home, he draws pictures of intimate on the waiting list.
life that hold like cameos In golden | Martin, who was the Republican
setting.
j nominee for governor eight years
Ixjve, gentleness and harsh tem- ago. praised the work of the State
per combined here wuth clean cut Liquor Commission in general, and
honesty and skill; building tomor- that of the Rockland member. Rayrows out of the efforts of today. Life | mond E Thurston, in particular,
embryo and life developed is in Wil-| Visiting
Rotarians
yesterday
bert Snow s convincing trend of sal- (were: Charles A. Holden. Hanover,
ty atmosphere.
, N. H.; William Cullen, Lewiston;
Some of the poems ln this book Ray Pierce. Glen Cove. L. I.; H. C.
have already appeared in maga-, Root, Springfield. Mass.; A. E.
zines and one “Before the Wind," in ! White. Everett. Mass.; Frank E.
beautiful book form of numbered j Poland. Boston; Dr. John Jepson.
copies. Of this volume I find a spe-: New Rocheelle. N. Y.; Dr. Newell
cial choice in "Interlude," but so GUes. Stamford. Conn.; and Humany have pleasing lines that live ’ bert Agnew. Boston; and Dr. Ferin the mind.
dinand Poute, New Rochelle, was
This little volume is another a guest.
triumph lor a forthright American
With Mr. Poland came a refugee
man of letters.
K. S. F.
from one of Europe's war-torn
countries, a lad of 14 by the name
of Philip Auger. The youngster
i who is spending the Summer at
Medomak Camp in Washington,
made an excellent impression, and
was cordially greeted.

Book Review

SOFTBALL

LEAGUE

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Thomaston Takes Pirates’ Measure, But
Wink’s Team Outplays Senators

To Town Chairmen

V. F. STUDLEY

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your "Rent Money”

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

home of their aunt, Mrs. Edith
Willis.
W. R. Walter
North Waldoboro.
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and son
Lawrence recently spent Thursday
with her mother, Mrs. Albert Heath
SOUTH HOPE
Arthur Payson of Waltham, Mass, other callers being Doris Allen of
Henry Wilennsin and Carole Landis, adrift in an open lifeboat on the
returned home Tuesday after va Belfast and Mrs. Abbie Heal of
high sea are picked up by searchlights from a German sea raider in a,
cationing with his nephew, Albert j Camden.
scene from Paramount’s new war film based on important naval incidents
Heath.
Underworld mouthpiece at work in Warner’s “The Man Who Talked of the present World War, "Mystery Sea Raider.” Onslow Stevens. Kath
Printing ink in chunks like coal,
Miss Edna Spencer and girl
friend of Massachusetts have joined to be broken up as needed,, has been Too Much.” (Left to right I George Brent, Virginia Bruce. William Lundi- leen Howard, Sven Hugo Borg and Henry Victor are to be seen in supportinf riHCf,
%
gan and Richard Barthelmess.
(Miss Spencer's sister, Edith, fit the produced by chemists .

2.

3.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.
5% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in 1 5 years.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
66Stf
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Every-Other-Day

“Gram” Watts Is 91

TALK OF THE TOWN

South Thomaston Woman
Thinks That Was Her
Best Birthday

THE ARMY’S GREAT WORK
Salvationists Have Carried Their Efforts To
AH Corners Of Rockland—The Drive
Starts Monday

0CHURCHES0
y f rvvvy a
1

h h tt v

t rng

Mrs. Emily Judson Watts of
Christian Afghan."
The Young
South Thomaston, formerly of St.
SERMONETTE
People's Society will begin at 6 30 p.
George observed her 91st birthday
m. with Miss Lillian Whitney in
Tuesday. Twenty-five years ago.
Walking
charge. A special program has been
when Mrs. Watts went to make her
Now is the time of year when
planned. The evangelistic service
There is one organization in this community which functions straight
home in South Thomaston to be
it is a pleasure to walk, by shore
begins at 730 Special music will
through
the
year,
every
year,
through
good
times
and
bad
—
The
Salvation
near her 5011 and daughter, she re
or mountains, through forests
be had and the pastor, Rev. Earl Lee
marked “This town is famous for Army. The Army, possibly to a larger extent than any other group any
or over Maine's lovely country
will preach on "Christian Prepared
nicknames.” In a short time not where, always has the poor with it. It works especially for and with the
side. It is good to walk in peace. ness." Anyone who may wish to at
only her grandchildren were call- people of straightened circumstances, in thi# way doing a great service to
Few care to walk in the rain or
tend any of these services can meet
mg her “Gram.” but all her friends th( communlty.
in the dark.
at the Community Building 15
It is wonderful to walk even minutes before any service and you
acquired the habit and today she
T)lf greatest ioa(j naturally comes to the Salvation Army during times
ls "Oram' Watts to a host of ac of depression. It is such times that its officers do their greatest work,
ln these automobile days. It is
will be cated Ior. Mr, Lee says "don't
quaintances.
God-like to walk by day when
send your children to Sunday
reaching
the
all
important
hand
of
help
and
friendship
to
great
numbers
‘ Gram” says that her 91st birth
it is light. The Master loved to school, bring them,” and "Worship
day was the best ever. As she re who otherwise might have no help.
walk over the hills of Palestine.
on the Highlands with the Church
It is with this thought in mind that the present work report of the
tired that night she said that lt
Christians are not going in op
of the Nazarene, the church where
almost made her nervous because 1 Rockland Branch of the Salvation Army is presented for this very difflposite ways, but all are walk
you are never a stranger."
of the attention she had had show cult year Just concluding. This report will prove a revelation to many of
• • • •
ing toward the City of God.
ered upon her. and that she could the far-flung work of the Army and will lead them to give more gener
Protestants at least should pre
Congregations at the First Bap
feel so well physically.
sent an unbroken front when
ously in the Army’s local campaign which starts next Monday and will
tist Church Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
Tlie celebration of her honored continue for two weeks with a budget of $2500 in view. Arthur F. Lamb is
facing common perils of evil.
and 7.30 p. m. will have the
birthday began Sunday. Her grand general chairman, and Major Abraham Thompson campaign chairman.
There is no occasion for Chris
pleasure of listening to Rev. Alger
son, Edward Watts Allen, gave her
tians to be stumbling along dark W. Geary, pastor of the First Bap
During the past year 152 families involving 291 children with their
a long, enjoyable auto ride. She
paths.
tist Church of Portland, the lead
varied problems, have come to the attention of The Salvation Army ‘n
never tires of motoring.
Tears ago Thoreau wrote an ing church of the denomination in
The following day she was one Rockland. The common difficulty of all has been the lack of funds, and
essay on walking. Those who | the State ln membership and giv
of the guests to help honor her old in many cases extreme poverty existed.
enjoy the great outdoors will
ing, with Rand Smith of New York
friend. Willard P. Sleeper at his 87th Report Of Tlie Welfare Work
understanding^ refresh them
and Pleasant Point as the guest
birthday party. “Gram" was up Family:
selves by reading again his soloist. The latter's fine voice has
ball.
in due season Tuesday morning to
words, "So we saunter toward
152
Families assisted ..................
given enjoyment to the people of
Aug. 23—Meeting of the Maine Press
greet her friends who dropped in
the Holy Land, until one day this church for several Summers.
Association at Community Building
266
Given garments....................
Aug. 23 —i Thomaston — Pints Tree
for congratulations to enjoy her
the sun shall shine more bright Persons of all ages will be wel
38
Shoes distributed ................
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
many lovely gifts and beautiful
ly
than ever he has done. Shall comed at the church school at noon
•cries at Watts hall
42
Groceries ..... _.....................
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
birthday cards from far and near.
perchance shine into our minds and at the young people's service,
75
meet* at Old Orchard Beach.
Christmas
Baskets
..............
Her angel birthday cake was
and hearts and light up our
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook
led by Mrs. A. W. Geary, at 6.15
150
Christmas Toys and Ooodies
Grange fair.
made by her granddaughter.
whole lives with a great awak I p. m On Tuesday at 12.10 the
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
14
Families
given
furniture
....
Marion, and presented by her greatening light, as warm and serene I men's prayer gTOup meets for 20
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS
Aug 30 — Thomaston - Pine Tree
granddaughter, Helen Elizabeth Transient
and golden as a bank-side in i minutes and Miss Eda A. Knowlton
Stagers fourth Summer Theatre Play
Colby, one month old. "Gram" will
137
Autumn."
Number of men assisted ....
■erles at Watts hall
; pastor’s assistant of the First
Aug 31-Sept 3—Blue HUI fair.
be all set for her 92d birthday ln
John paints in unforgetable ’ United Baptist Church of Lowell,
137
Meals provided ....................
1941. Why shouldn't she be with
words this City of Ood toward Mass,, will be the leader of the 7.30
28
Men given shoes ................
REUNIONS
so many kind friends who so en
which all are hurrying with our I p. m prayer and praise service, her
Aug 14- Winchenbaugh Famlly: 41st
Men given garments............................................................................ 121
joy her personality “Oram" Watts
every breath. “The 12 gates j topic being “Prayer, the Highway
annual at Sandy Shores, South War
Welfare Activities
ren.
surely has the “it" that lt takes to
were 12 pearls in the names of To Ood."
Aug 14—Moody Famlly: At Noble
The
Salvation
Army
ministers
to
those
that
the
churches
and
other
grow old gracefully.
the 12 apostles of the Lamb.
boro Community Building
• • • •
Aug. 14—Hall famlly: 35th annual
societies do not reach.
The poem below was written by
Tlie street of the city was of
at Penobscot Orange hall. Olen Cove
At
the
Congregational
Church the
Copyright Harris & Ewing
Mrs. Aurelia Ripley. She titled Senior
pure gold, as lt were transparent
Aug 14—Simmons Family; At West
service
of
public
worship
is at 10.30
Rockport Grange hall.
Representative Margaret Chase Smith
142
Open air meetings conducted ......................
it, “As I wish to be as I am old
glass. The City had no need
Aug 14—Calderwood family: 44th
a. m., with the musical support of
and
what
I
think
'Oram
"
Watts
Is
261
of
the
sun,
neither
of
the
moon
annual at Mr and Mrs. James CalIndoor
meetings
conducted
...........
—
.....
-.
....
Margaret Chase Smith, who re-; closer to Uncle Sam's doors,
the mixed quartet, Mrs. Faith
derwood's. Waldobof? .
to shine in it; for the glory of
2437
Attendance at services held on week nights
Mrs. Smith undertakes to get the like.”
Aug 15—starrett and Spear Families: ceived such an overwhelming mtBerry at the organ. In the absence
God did lighten it, and the na
60th annual at the Congregational Jority in the June primaries as a sentiment of her District with ref- When I am old. It Is my wish to be
3017
Attendance at Sunday services....................
of Rev. Corwin H. Olds the service
Alert to beauty all around me
Chspel. Warren
tions
of
them
which
are
saved
681
candidate for her late husband's erence to military conscription. Her In flowers and In trees
Aug 15—Gilchrest Family: 50th an
Attendance at women's sewing classes .....
will be led by Stephen Habouah.
shall walk ln the light of it;
nual
8t._Oeorge
al at St.
George Jlrange
Orange hall,
hall.
seat in Congress, and who was un- mail is heavy with letters in oppo- May I still enjoy the sunsets—
6077
whose sermon theme will be. "Wise
Total attendance at all senior meetings ....
Aug
28
Kalloch
Fartilly:
At
Penobfleecy clouds, the bird*.
and the gates of it shall not be
ac£
opposed in the subsequent special sition to it, but curiously ci ough The
>t View Orange hall lh Glen Cove,
men of the East and of the Weat."
Young
People's
Work
And may I catch the meaning
tug 28—Pavson-Foglsr Families
untiles:: At election, was in the city today, ac- when she addressed the Woman's In Jokes and catchy words.
shut at all by day; for there Mr. Haboush. who is a native of
Aug
An
active
and
important
branch
of
the
local
Salvation
Army.
crescent Beach.
shall
be
no
night
there,
and
they,
SlAug ffl- Hili* Family: At the home companied by her sister, Evelyn. | Educational Club last night, and Let met not be dull and stupid.
Palastine is a professional lectur
Sunday school attendance......... ................ ........ —......... ............. - 1942
Let me not a censor be
shall bring the glory and honor
8f met BBei{a*tD<* °°“r*d N<‘wton' Her stay in Maine is brief, for next asked for an expression of opinion, Of
er on the Holy Land, and is un
youths' enthusiasms
Band of Love Class attendance ........ ....................................... .... 661
of the nations into it."
Sept. 7—Whitmore Famiiv At home Monday morning she flies back to she found the members in favor of And their fun so wild and free
usually well qualified to preach on
(Week
day
instruction
classes
for
small
children,
who
do
sewing,
Without
fear
or
inhibitions
I
^e National Capitol, where events conscription 100 percent. Mrs. Smith And may young ones gather 'round me
thc theme announced.
shall hug my Baptist heritage
painting and hobby work).
• t * •
day.
n ■
of great moment are shaping them- plans to make a public statement In When my Sun begins to set.
May I greet the twilight gladly.
close, but walk with all my
regard to tt very soon.
Character building classes ................ -—......... -.............................. 1314
selves this Summer.
Never worry, never fret
"Spirit" is the subject of the Les
brethen, of every faith, in the
All Odd Fellows arf urgently re
Mrs. Smith attended the Rock May I keep my sense of humor.
Hot weather in Washington is no
Bible training class------ ------------- ------------------------ ------------ - 209
son-Sermon that will be read in
dusty streets of earth, to the
quested to be on hand at Monday more to Mrs. Smith's liking than port Carnival last night, unan My last days he keen and bright.
Other young people’s meetings ........................................................ 1941
all churches of Christ. Scientist,
very end. Content, even if I
night's meeting as a matter of con is to the other legislators, but from nounced, but when her presence was Then when comes the time of passing
Total number senior and young people attending Salvation
throughout the world Aug. 11. Hie
Let It be silently ln the night.
never get within sight of the
siderable importance to the lodge the moment of her election she has | learned, she was Introduced front
Golden Text is: "Teach me to do
Army meetings_________________________ ___________ — 3255
open
portals;
secure
in
the
faith,
must be settled.
Federal foods will be distributed
soundly favored a continuous Con the speaker's platform and was
thy will; for thou art my Ood: thy
Prison
service
held
each
month
at
Thomaston
State
Prison.
of the scores whom I know shall
gressional session until the situation given an st ation appropriate to her Tuesday at the City Building.
spirit is good; lead me into the
Earl Davis, Jr., Js back in hts in Europe becomes more settled, one personal popularity and offlcial
be entitled to see His faces.
I land of uprightness" (Psalms 143;
home at 16 Prospect street, after an way or the other. Unfortunately in services. She will attend the Knox
Walking
forward.
Mrs.
Frances
L.
Clough
is
con

There is a sergeant of the regular
Henry O. Wall of the John Bird
1 10). The citations from the Bible
unannounced absence of several Washington the view as to Great County Woman’s Republican Club U. S. Army at the Post Office on Oo. staff ls confined to his home on fined to her home. 23 Park street,
—William A. Holman
contain the following passage: "God
days. He was found in Damari Britain's chances is not too opti meeting in West Rockport next recruiting service from 9.30 to 3 State street by illness.
with a fractured hip and leg.
ls a Spirit: and they that worship
scotta by two Wa.lcJotx.To boys.
o'clock,
Aug.
12
and
13.
Friday.
mistic, which brings the situation
Dr Guy Wilson will speak on him must worship him in spirit and
Patrolman Frank C. Bridges, who "Setting Our House In Order" at the
The Camden Shells and Old Town
4: 24).
Smack Cynthia. Ca^. Ira Tupper.
The postponed annual meeting of Green Hornets will entertain the Injured one of his hands badly Methodist Church tomorrow morn in truth” (John
a a a a
Driving an automobile without a
Members
of
the
Winslow-Hol

brought 6000 pounds of mixed fish
the
American
Red
Cross
will
be
when
he
leaped
from
a
moving
au

fans at Camden Sunday afternoon
ing at ’.0 33.
license cost Henry Robbins of Ap
At the Littlefield Memorial
to the F. J. O'Hara Fish Corpora brook Post are invited to a meeting
• • • •
pleton $10 and costs ln Municipal held next Tuesday at 7.30 in the at 3 o’clock. The usual large Sun tomobile to pursue a law violator
Chdrch
Rev Guy L. Vannah of Mel
tion yesterday. Thc plant (former of the Auxiliary Monday night.
Red Cross office. All committee day crowd is expected.
several weeks ago is back on po
Ccurt yesterday.
At 8t. Piter’s Church (Episcopal) rose Highlands will speak morning
ly Feyler's, Inc.) is being remod
members
are
urged
to
attend
this
lice
duty,
cordially
greeted
by
The Knox County Entertainment
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv and evening At the morning serv
elled, so yesterday's fare will be
important meeting.
If you have tried to find any everybody who was acquainted with ices for tomorrow will be appropri ice there will be a duet by Mrs.
I Club is receiving credit which it
Capt. James Gray of the Cen
handled in Portland.
his ill luck.
docs not deserve or desire in the tral Fire Station is forgetting all
ate for the Twelfth Sunday after William Dorman and Mrs. Arthur
Stuart MacAlman. formerly of body this week the chances are
that
you
were
told
to
go
—
not
to
■
matter
of
bringing
Tom
Mix
and
about
fires
for
a
fortnight
while
Trinity; Matins at 7.10; Holy Com Fish. Sunday School meets at 11.45
The Waldo County Fish and
the Naval Hospital in Portsmouth,
The
class
of
1930
is
also
among
Game Association has completed “Tony" to this city. The Club had vacationing at his Spruce Head cot has been transferred to the 6th the bad place—but to Rockport those which is to have a reunion munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and with classes for all ages. Young
plans for its annual Field Day to J nothing to do with the enterprise. tage.
Medical Company of the Fleet Ma For that's where lots of Rockland this Summer. It will be at Cres sermon at 1030. Vespers will be peoples' meeting at 6 o'clock. Eve
ning service at 7.15 with special
•V
------be held Sunday at Swan Lake. Visit
rine Force in Quantico, Va., ln the pleasure seekers have been.
cent Beach Inn, Aug. 28. Those of omitted. Week day services Wed
music. Mid-week prayer meeting
Miss Eliza Steele leaves Monday new Aviation Building. He would
nesday
and
Thursday
at
7
a.
m.
ors from all over Malfic and outside
Mi s Ruth Ward, who is now
Richard Bird will be host to The the class who have knowledge of
• • • •
Tuesday evening at 730.
of the State are expected. Walter attached to the newsgathering I for her annual vacation. Miss Una like to hear from friends for he is
Knox County Camera Club Tues the addresses of out-of-town grad
Omar, formerly ot Belfast, now of stafl of The Courier-Gazette, has Clark American Red Cross Nurse a long way from home.
The services at the Nazarene
uates
please
get
in
touch
with
day night, at 6.45 o'clock at his
New Jersey, will give an exhibition had the telephone installed ln her I oi Augusta will relieve Miss Steele
Eheldon N. Monroe of New
Church on Mountain View road, for
Doris Coltart.
Excellent variety is afforded by Mirror Lake cottage. Those plan
of archery shooting. He was first 1 Masonic street apartment. The Miss Clark's home phone number is
Sunday will begin with the Sunday Rochelle. N. Y. scored an ace on
526-M.
the feature pictures on the Strand ning to attend will notify Osgood
in the William Tell Archery Contest ; call is 1005-W.
Donkey Baseball iwill be the or Bible school meeting at 10 a. m. All the 101-yard third hole at Knox
bill for the coming week. Sun Gilbert before Monday night. If der of the day Aug. 15 at Union Fair who wish to go to Sunday school County Golf Club Tuesday. Monroe,
held in Jersey City, N. J. second
When Jimmy Olds was taken to day, Monday and Tuesday, "South rainy or foggy, the meeting will be Grounds, starting at 6 45. Every will meet at the Community Build who was playing with Arthur Rich
in the State contests in Pennsyl t*Tom Mix and hls celebrated cow
vania, and New Jersey, and first pony Tony appeared last night at the hospital Wednesday for an oper of Pago Pago," with Jon Hall. Vic postponed one week.
player rides a donkey and among ing at 9.45 and transportation will ardson. played a high niblick shot
in the World's Fair. New York city. Community Building in a brief but ation Mrs. Olds was not able to get tor McLaglen and Prances Farmer;
the animals used are two especially be afforded. The morning worship that landed about two feet short
Two young men, strangers in adept at bucking. Last year's game is at 11 a. tn with special music, of the pin. and dribbled into the
He would like to take on any archer interesting performance. Mix has ( ln touch with her husband, who Is Wednesday and Thursday, Ann
,
vbeen a colorful figure
ln New* Sothem, and Lee Bowman in “Gold town, strode onto the Grand Army provided such grand fun tha t a and the sermon by the pastor "The hole for his "hole-ln-one
for 60 arrows at 40 yards.
and
always
ligu e ann
ana 1I at the Army (Maneuvers
af,frnoon
Tony displayed all the intelligence I ire wm
him Mr Rush Masie;'' Friday and Saturday. lawn yesterday forenoon with an crowd Ls assured for Thursday night.
Martha Raye, Joe Penner and utter disregard of Bill Thomas'
Monthly report of the Red Cross which characterized his
J
j Olds wired that he would fly home Allan Jones in "Boys From Syra warning signs. One bore a pail
Public Health Nursing Service for the screen.
Race officials announced for the
by Army plane, but subsequent dC' cuse.''
July: Seventy patients utur con
filled with paint, and the other four day racing program at North
carried a long rope. Five minutes Knox Fair. Aug. 20. 21. 22 and 23.
tacted. and received nursing care;
Bath Times; A group of commis velopnients rendered this unneces
The Knox County Women's Re later the man with the paint was by race secretary Robert M McKin
415 visits were made, divided as fol sioned officers of thc 240th Coast sary.
publican Club ls to hold an open swinging from the top of the Grand ley are: Starter, J. H. Farwell of
lows: Medical and surgioal, 142; Artillery batteries in Rockland and
Boys and girts on bicycles often meeting Friday. Aug. 16 at 2 o'clock Army flag pole, deftly wielding a
pre-natal and post-natal, 4*. deliv Thomaston were in Bath Tuesday
Unity; presiding Judges, Oscar
eries attended. 1; tuberculosis, 42; evening to confer with City Marshal with two youngsters on one machine in Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton's gar brush, while the groundman was Tolman of West Tremont, Howard
to
make
the
normal
darting
prog

dens
at
West
Rockport.
The
speak

manipulating the ropes which con Small of Richmond, and Joe Stew
crippled children . 2; ne» born Joseph A. Butler, commanding offi
visits, 15; health supervision to in cer of Battery D., this city, relative ress even more uncertain, bring ers will be Hon. Sumner Sewall, trolled the bos n's chair. And that's art of Bangor; timers, Dr. William
fants and pre-schools. I.(j4 visits. to plans for a year* encampment gray hairs to motorists’ heads these Republican candidate for Gover why today’ the 56-foot spar is Ellingwood and C. Earle Ludwick;
One x-ray clinic was held at the in Portland harbor in thc event days. At nightfall few of these nor, Mrs. Margaret Smith, Repre garbed in a new coat of shining clerk of the course, Paul Harriman,
Red Cross office and 15 ’patients President Roosevelt receives the au bikes show any lights or reflectors. sentative to Congress, Mrs. Inez white paint calculated to protect of Haverhill. Mass, and Union. En
were given chest x-rays. On'd "well thorization from Congress and calls This morning a boy and a bike tried Wing, vice chairman of the Re it for many a day against westerly tries close Aug. 13.
baby’’ clinic was held, with an at out the National Guardsmen. Fol conclusions with a truck at the busy publican State Committee, Miss winds and easterly storms. The
tendance of 45 children. One so lowing a business session the visit Talbot avenue intersection and di Nellie Burleigh, president of the two strangers were Joseph Finnin
CRESCENT BEACH
cial service case was investigated ing officers were guests of Lieut. vine providence alone prevented a Woman’s State Republican Club, ahd Francis Jacques of Concord,
JEFFERSON, ME.. ROUTE 32
fatality.
Chancey
Robbins.
Houlton,
presi

N.
H„
artists
at
their
work.
for the Traveler's Aid Society in Butler at the World of Mirth Shows.
Come and enjoy Bathing, Boating |
dent of the Young Republican
New Jersey.
and Fishing at one of thr Best
In thc party were Lieuts. Everett
Frank E. Seavey, veteran super Council. The Republican county
‘‘Fair today and Sunday” says E. Beaches in Maine. Free Parking.
K. Mills, John M. Rossnagel and intendent of the gas department of candidates for office will also be
B. Rideout, well known weather Refreshments and LUnrhes.
Heartaches Of A Famous Boy Bernard F. Freeman, all of Rock
E. T. AMES, Managrr
sharp of WEEI, so “Tomorrow's the
Giant are over, at last. Relating land, and Lieuts. Philip H. Newbert the local branch of the Central present.
A Plan prepared and designed for your conveni
96’lt
Day" appears atop the page one
how a real-life Gulliver, la a world and Ralph F. Calkins. Thomaston. Maine Power Co., retires this after
noon,
having
rounded
out
37
years
Leonard Franklin, appearing the advertisement of steamers W. S.
ence and economy to buy or build a Home—install a
of seeming Lilliputians, tried, un
in thc company's employ, largely in seoond week with the Pine Tree White and North Haven. With fair
happily, to make the best of it . . .
BORN
bathroom—lay new floors—paint—shingle—build a
the gas department. The retire Stagers In "Mis' Nelly of N'Orleans" weather promised, what a whole
But that little gland made him dif
Hurley At Knox Hospital. Aug. 8. ment follows the company's age
at
Watts
hall,
Thomaston,
started
new garage—install a new heating system—or any
some, healthful way to spend a Sun
ferent from everybody else, need to Mr and Mrs Ralph Hurley (Marie
ing special clothes, shoes lat $100 Dirgan) ot Worcester, Mass., a son. limit plan, Mr. Seavey being 65. hls acting career with The Stuart day. Both boats leave Tillson's
other improvements or repairs you desire.
Hts fellow employes held an infor Walker Dramatic Company. From wharf at 9 o'clock, daylight time.
a pair) and everything else, and
MARRIED
mal
meeting
at
ths
Union
street
there
he
went
to
the
Bonstelle
Com

Anally a special coffin. A full page
Shore dinners arc available at both
Rose-Condon — At Bath. Aug. —.
article in the American Weekly Stanley E. Rose and Miss Helen E Con service plant in Mr. Seavey's honor pany in Detroit. Here he executed Swan's Island and Vinalhaven. The
We loan from $100 up to $10,000 at 5', interest
don. iormerlv of Rockland. By Rev and presented him with a pair of many of his own creations of adap
Magazine with the August 11th Joseph
boats arrive back at 6.30, in ample
O. Purdue
figured on thc unpaid balance and not on the original
tions of Negro spirituals to the time to attend church services for
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
96‘it
Jones-MacUonald At Camden. Aug. binoculars.
7. Peter W. Jones of Stetson, and Miss
dance. Because of hls knowledge those who wish lo give the perfect
amount
of loan each month.
Mary L MacDonald of Rockport. By
There will be a food sale Aug. 17 of dancing and singing he was day Its final touch.—adv.
•
Awnings, large or small, hammock Rev. Winflcld Witham.
under auspices of tlie Chamber of sought by Asadata DTora, the
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
You pay back in monthly installments within oneDIED
Commerce Auxiliary in the vacant African director-writer-dancer, to
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Berg At Rockland. Aug. 9. Bcrnt S. store at 407 Main street, formerly assist him in the production of a
three-five
years or longer if desired.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W, Berg, aged 59 years. 5 months. 4 days. occupied by Knowlton's Market.
most sensational Dance Drama por
HERE cannot but be
Funeral Sunday at 1 o'clock at Burpee
16 Willow St.
73-tf funeral home.
comfort ss well as pride
93-95 traying authentic African dancing
The cost of getting a loan is very small. Our serv
in the thought that the
on the New York Stage. He has
CARD OF THANKS
memorial chosen, placed and
written and is engaged to produce I
ice
is prompt.
We wish to thank all our Iriends
dedicated is the finest that
(The Easter Pageant, an annqpl |
and neighbors for their kindness ln
it
is
possible
to
acquire.
Mod

helping And our young son. Arnold.
event in New York. Between thes?
est or Imposing, Guardian
We also express our gratitude V>
Come in and Know thc facts.
activities he has appeared in Porgy
Sheriff Earle Ludwick Mr. and Mrs.
Memorials represent beauty
LAKEHURST
Leinan Oxton and Ernest Douglas.
and
Bess
and
Pour
Saints
in
Three
unsurpassed
—
permanence
Mr and Mrs. Earl Tolman
DAMARISCOTTA, ROUTE 1
that endures through centuries
West Rockport.
•
Acts and stayed with these com
Ambulance Service
to come. They are surprisingly
panies during the entire run. He
GEORGE
GOODIE
FUNERAL HOME
CARD OF THANKS
reasonable in price.
plays Unc' Boz next week, a small
•
I wish to express my sincere thanks
The Guardian Memorial Bond b
and His Orchestra
Ambulance Service
part but a very telling one. His
and appreciation to the manv friends
aa everlasting guarantee.
who
remembered me with
gifts, !
9.09 to 1.00—D.S.T.
18 SCHOOL ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
engagement
with
the
Boston
Sym

RUSSELL
flowers
nnd
cards
while
I
wna
pa,
telephones
Wm. E- Dornan & Son,
tlent at Knox Hospital. Rockland. I
phony Orchestra as soloist under
OPEN AIR DECK
FUNERAL
HOME
BM. 781-1 w 781-li
also wish to thank Dr. Fred Camp- I
INC.
Serge Koussevitsky last season met
bell. Dr. C. Harold Jameson, and Dr. ]
• CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. $62
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
H J Welsman and the nurses at the j Thursday, George Goodie
wth approval. He sings some of
111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND.
ME.
hospital for their many kindnesses
EAST UNION Si THOMASTON
ROCKLAND, ME.
the off-stage music in Mis’ Nellie
and his Orchestra
M-tt
during that time.
119-t'Miss Mildred Jackson
of N'Orleans,

Aug. 10-18
Annual -esslons of
Temple Heights Spiritualist Conventlon.
Aug 11—Annual Puritan service Lin
colnville Center church.
Aug 12 Camden—Hospitality Tea at
Bok Amphitheatre.
Aug 1+ MartlnsvUle Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall.
Aug is—Owls Head—Church fair at
library.
Aug. 14 Annual State Field Meeting
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum
Aug 15- (Tenants Harbor Sliver Tea
at "The Crags,” benefit Library.
Aug 15—Warren—Concert gt Baptist
Church.
Aug 15 ■Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1901 at Trail's End, Ash
Point
Aug. 16—Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1916 at Rockledge Inn
Aug 16 (2 p m l—Meeting of Knox
County Women s Republican dub at
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton's gardens,
West Rockport
Aug. 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
Berles at Watts hall.
Aug 16-18- Maine Aero Rendezvous
at Augusta State Airport.
Aug 17—Special Newton Day An
nual Kent's Hill Summer reunion,
Seminary campus
Aug 18 — Parents Day at Camp
Tanglewood, Camden hills.
Aug 19 — Camden — Open meeting
Chamber of Commerce at Yacht Club
Aug 20-23— Union Fair.
Aug. 22 -North Haven Lecture by
Commander Donald B
MacMillan,
auspices Improvement Society.
Aug 23 South Thomaston—Church
Grange fair at Wessaweskeag Grange

BORROW MONEY AT HOME
FROM A HOME FINANCING
INSTITUTION

s

DANCE TONIGHT

BURPEE'S

T

y

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N

Friendship.
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WARREN BAPT1ST CHURCH

have returned to Woodside, L. I.,
New York, after passing a week
at the Summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester E. A. Starrett.
Mrs. Bessie Wood of Providence
has been guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester E. A. Starrett at their
Summer home.
Alfred Sheldon and Earl Sheldon
attended the launching of the de
stroyer at Bath Saturday instead
of Sunday as previously reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills mo
tored Sunday to Portland where
they met and spent the day with
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hills of Hol
brook. Mass. Their daughter, Joyce
Hills and cousin Elizabeth Kennis
ton who accompanied them con
tinued on to Massachusetts where
they will visit Mr. and Mrs. War
ren Hills in Holbrook, Mass, and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith in
Attleboro, Mass.
Faith Norwood, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Norwood, has been
visiting her aunt Mrs. Leroy Elwell
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Leland nad
Mrs. Bertha Leland of Saco passed
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Boggs. Mrs. Leland, mother
of Mrs. Boggs will remain here for
the month of August.
Mr and Mrs. Cornelius Overlock
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs mo
tored Sunday to Castine.
A state crew of four men are
painting the steel of the new bridge
Three coats will be applied., one of
red lead, and two of medium green,
which will make a pretty contrast
with the white of the concrete. TTie
crew is living in trailers near the
Life Saver Tea Room.

WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows had
as guests last weekend Mr. and
ftftftft
Mrs. Lindsey Hooper of Newton
ALENA
L BTARREOT
1£RS LOUISE MTLMSJI
Centre, Mass., and few days earlier
Correspondent
they entertained Mr. and Mrs. D.
poiresponden^
ftftftft
M. Bowman of Tucson, Ariz. Mr.
AUGUST FUR SALE NOWON
Bowman was formerly passenger
Tel. «
Tel. 27
traffic manager of the New York
system at Chicago He is now re
The Master Mason degree will be
Mrs. Benjamin Ridlon and daugh tired.
The history of most Baptist j and respond by saying "present" conferred Monday on one candidate
ters Mrginia and Betty Kuhn of
Mrs. Laura Leach and daughter
at the meeting of St. George Lodge.
Saco were recent guests of G. J. Helen of Elliot spent Sunday with Churches that have reached the or by a verse of scripture and to F AM. Supper will be served at
Century
mark,
ts
a
history
of
sacremain
standing
while
their
candle
Kuhn.
Miss Lottie Ewell and Mrs. Ida Bar6 30.
Mrs. B. G. Miller has been visit rows.
riflce and self-denial, by humble, is being lighted by the Church
At the meeting of the Mystic Re
ing Mrs. Forrest Fogg in Bangor.
I’m a neat little package . . . indis
and
for
the
most
part,
impoverished
'
cl
£J'
k
.
Callers on the Dana Sherers this
The/first pastor of this church bekah Lodge. Monday night the
Miss Alice Herrick of Boston is week have been Dr. and Mrs. E. C.
pensable to any up-to-date young
men and women, but withal. Ood was Rev. Andrew Fuller who be- first nomination of officers was
visiting her grandparents Mr. and Herrick of Newton Center, Mr. and
woman You’ll find me mighty
fearing
and
righteous.
Ttiis
is
I
came
pastor
in
1803
and
remained
held.
Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler.
handy to have about at all times.
Mrs. Charles Keene of Somerville
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Stewart Hemingway and son and Mr., and Mrs. Tasker Witham doubly true of a church that has with the church until his death 17
Maurice
Cunningham
were
Mr.
years
later.
Engaged
as
a
part
Stewart, Jr., of New York are at of Buffalo. N. Y.
reached the age of 140 years. Puri
So soft, absorbent
and Mrs. Randolph Henderson and
the Hemingway Summer home,
Harold Hall has returned home tan in ancestry, those individuals time pastor at a salary of $300. he
and economical, too.
son Lou Maurice of Thomaston.
Glenhurst.
after a week's visit with his sister stand out with the sharpness of a I (o th<? m,nistry
mem.
Miss Sara Ashworth, who has Mrs. Robert Cain in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lindsey
cameo in comparison with much
were added to the church dur- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Aus
been passing several weeks in St.
200 SHEETS
Mrs. Almon Cooper is able to be
Johnsbury, Vt., with her aunt. Miss out after a week’s confinement to of the shifting standard of moral- ■ jng this period. For six years the tin Gammon and children. Philip
Margaret Ashworth has returned the house following a tonsilectomy. ity and responsibility of later years, church was served by Rev. John and Olga visited Stanwood Park
home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Moran of To those men the church meant Wakefield, who labored with con- in Farmington, Sunday.
Over 80 attended the delightful
Carl Becker of Portland has been Hyde Park are visiting Mr. and Mrs. life. eternal life, and was of more I siderable success and added much
to the reputation of the Baptist dessert-bridge party held Monday
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J S Ranlett.
importance than shares in the Denomination. He was forced to afternoon at the Ellis Spear, Jr..
William Flint.
The hall housing the fire appara
Miss Maxine Achorn is visiting tus and the school building have telephone company or a few acres resign because of ill-health. The Summer home. Proceeds benefited
her brother Everett ln Worcester, been painted and their fine appear of land. The movie, the radio and membership was now over 100. The the Congregational Ladies' Circle.
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett of
BUSY WOMEN BUY
ance bring forth many favorable the automobile had not yet loomed church was supplied for nearly 18
.
, .. . .
, months by Rev. Reuben Milner Somerville. Mass., Miss Alice Wal
Miss Marjorie McLain, Mrs. comments. The school building has upon the horizon
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4.30 S.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
Elizabeth Drommey to Michael and
often needed after 40 by bodies lack
Harbor.
TEL
21-3
91*96
morning and evening services and
Sarah Daley, dated November 19.
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
5.40 3.30) 9.10| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.556.00 4.35
the organization of the church and pastorate. The Rev. J. H. Bar1888, recorded ln said Registry,
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal. $14; Vitamin B-L Get 35c size todav. Call,
the quartet will sing at each of these Pocohoutus,
6.50 4.40)10.20) Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar, ! 9.50 5.00)3.25
a full history written by Deacon rows became pastor in 1883 and
Book 79. Page 402; also Abstract
$9. Coke. $11; wood, $10 write C. H MOOR & CO and all other
services, including the Bible school Tel. 62. Thomaaton, J B PAULSEN
of Wills ot Sarah A Daley and
7.50)
jll.30) Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv. j 8.45)
12.15
good drug stores.
94*105
Studley just before his death ar.d served for four years. The church
Michael Daley, recorded In said
92-tf
hour.
Read Up
later published in The Courier-Ga building was remodeled and re
(Registry, Book 97. Page 142. and
Hard
wood
per
foot,
fitted.
$1
50;
The N.Y.P.S. service will be in Sawed. $1 40; long. $1.30. M B. C O.
Book 133, Page 487 respectively.”
SHERIFF’S SALE
zette.
paired, a vestry was added, and
VINALHAVEN LINE
WHEREAS, the condition of said charge of the quartet. They will PERRY. Tel. 487
92 tf
Taken by virtue of an execution ln
It would seem wise to make this the organ and pulpit moved from Mortgage
ls
broken:
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
of Albert P Blalsdell, of Rock
Nicholas
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to favor
sketch of a somewhat different na the south to the north end of the
Now. therefore, by reason of the sing several selections.
land In the County of Knox and State
Read Down
breach of the condition thereof, the Yost of Riceviliel, Penn., and Paul let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 In beam. Oood of Maine, against Isaac Berllawsky. of
ture.
I
shall
read
the
events
of
condition. Safe. Less than two years said Rockland, and will be sold to
building. New pews and windows said Home Owners' Loan Corporation
Daily
Daily ,
Excepl Uft
interest in the pastorate of each were installed and the interior of by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there Kirkland of Springfield. Mass., will old. Appky LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14 the highest bidder, by public auction
Except ♦{- Daily BGay St,. City.
71*100 at the Sheriff's office in Rockland, ln
Sat. A v.q Daily
unto
duly
authorized
by
Its
power
of
Sat. i'Z; Except = 0
be
the
speakers.
,iMr.
Yost
will
tell
of the pastors and when we have the building redecorated.
Sun.
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and
Sun.
Sun.
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6’. round said County, on the eighteenth day of
hLs life’s experience. The public is bottom,
come
to
an
age
where
there
are
recorded
ln
the
Knox
County
Registry
(To
be
continued)
center-board,
gaff-rlgged;
new September. 1940, at ten o’clock ln the
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313, claims
invited.
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS. forenoon, fifty shares ln the capital
some members living who entered
Ar. |9.45 11.45 5.30
5.00 ’ 8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
foreclosure of said mortgage, and
119 Summer St.. Cltv.
69-tf stock of the Blalsdell Brown Co.. Inc.,
the church during that pastorate
I
I
I
Rocks are carried by natives of gives this notice for that purpose.
a corporation In Rockland, ln said.
9.05
|
) Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
D.
<fe
H.
hard
coal.
egg.
stove,
Dated
this
first
day
of
August.
A.
1
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico $14 per ton. del. Household soft nut
Lv. |8.30 10.30)4.15
and are still members of this Costa Rica when crossing swift 1940
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
coal County.
August 7. 1940
have been going to the polls to elect $8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft,
HOME OWNERS' IOAN
Read Up
church, I shall read their names streams. The weight keeps their
ROBERT A WEBSTER.
not screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
CORPORATION,
Deputy Sheriff.
governing
officials
since
the
Six

• New York train connection Saturday only.
in the order in which they entered feet from being swept from under
ton del. M. B & C. Q. PERRY. £19
By Elahft W. Pike
96-S-102
78-tf
teenth
Century
Main
8t.
Tel.
487.
02tf
the church and ask them to stand them.
, u
J
93 8-99

WALDOBORO

ftftftft' .

Members At 140th Anniversary Hear
History Prepared By Rev. Wm. Stackhouse

SENTER#CRANE'S

TAKE ME HOME
TODAY!

KOTEX ^02
66

$1.00

In Everybody’s Column WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

TQ LET

Summer Cottages

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

MISCELLANEOUS

VINALHAVEN
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
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Every-Other-Day

For Town Betterment

New Process For
Sardine Canning

North Haven Improve
ment Society Studies Ways
and Means—Lecture
August 22

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart

ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

developed by
Rev. Vernon Holloway of Dela
ware, Ohio, who ls passing the
The weather man may send an pour hot paraffin over the top at
The annual meeting of the North
Summer in town will occupy the
Haven improvement Society was east wind to cool and1 refresh once.
Spicy Red Watermelon Preserves
pulpit at Union Church Sunday
held ln the church Monday night scorched humanity before this ap
ROCKLAND. MAINE
4 qaurts diced red watermelon
morning in the absence of the
pears
ln
print,
but
there'll
be
other
with the largest attendance ln the
meat
pastor Rev. Kenneth Cook. . The
When the Rockland, Me., sardine j exceed the receiving capacity of the brine tank, where a 15-mlnute sub cessed for 65 minutes at 220 degrees.
hot days before Labor Day so we've
5 cups sugar
vested choir will have special an factory of the Ramsdell Packing cutting machines) to a position over mersion in a strong salt solution Then they are allowed to cool in history of the society. Reports of gathered a few ideas for keeping
4, teaspoon salt
them. The evening meeting will Company started operation this sea- the rear of the cutting machines. At soaks out any blood. The brine tank the retort for 40 minutes, after the treasurer Mrs Lillian Hopkins, cool when the thermometer mounts
14 cup vinegar
be at 7 o’clock; and prayer meet son, it not only had the distinction outlet chutes, the fish drop to a ls divided, with a wing on either side which the baskets, each holding 1480 and the secretary Herman W. that might Interest you. Nearly
2 slices lemon
ing Tuesday night at the usual of being thc largest single sardine table.
of the center to accommodate fish cans, are wheeled out, to set for 24 Crockett were accepted.
everyone agrees that closing the
1 stick etnr.amon <3 Inches)
hour.
The treasurer reported one note windows ln the morning and draw
1 teaspoon whole clove*
r~
Eleanor Oregory, D.D.G.M. of
ing
the
shades
until
cooler
evening
of $650 paid during the year. In
Put
diced melon in a colander
i
Insyecfori Tabla
Way
Marguerite Chapter. OES of the
hls opening remarks the presi breezes prevail, helps to keep a and squeeze out as much juice as
Brin.
___ ___ _
,
- n*
I
.1 WVIIW
Eastern Star attended Field Day
house
or
city
apartment
livable.
It
dent,
Rev.
H.
F.
Huse
reviewed
Storage
J
con Qnveysr U»TT
possible with the hands. Let drain
::r;==Hrj Pish tsnveyor fi»H
at Union and in company with D.D.
briefly the history of the Improve the rooms seem stuffy, spray that for one hour. Put me .on, sugar,
: fanM 1------------------------------.t-. I
h?
. 5eal ii
Can Convtjrori
G M. Katherine Cleveland of Ston
Mad
ment Society and some of Its lavender-scented refresher around salt, vinegar and lemon in preserv
n, 1
ington also attended the School of
g--Kc-an Conveyor
achievements during the years of the house. (It really does kill ing keL'le. Add spices tied ln a
>A„f
Instruction in Bangor. Mrs. Oreg
definitely unpleasant odors, too. for
Its existence.
Nin□ □ □ n□ □ L
3
bag. Coo t slowly lor 50 to'60 rnln •
ory returned, home Wednesday.
Matters of Interest and impor Instance, those from the pungent utes until the consistency of pre
•Steam Retorts
Wrapping Machine
Mrs. Lorna Swears, R. 'N.. has re
tance to the Town were considered vegetables or deep fat frying.
serves. Stir occasionally to pre
An electric fan blowing across a
turned from North Haven, where
and various committees appointed
vent sticking. Fill sterilised Jars
she has been employed for the past
upon the subject of traffic, the dis- , cake of ice keeps one elderly shut- and seal at once w.th paraffin.
In
we
know
very
comfortable
and
two weeks.
Floor plan of thc new addition to thc sardine plant of Ramsdell Packing Co., showing arrangement of machinery, Osh sluices and can conveyors.
posal of garbage, and the wharf.
Makes 2 pints.
At the conclusion of the meeting, might work for others of you.
J. H. Haylor and family who were
MENU
Tepid
sponge
baths
of
baking
soda
plant
on
the
coast,
but
was
also
Workers
on
either
side
of
the
table
from
the
cutting
machines
which
hours.
They
are
then
labeled
by
a motion picture ln color of North
at ledge Lodge have returned to
Breakfast
and
water
are
cooling
for
children,
able
to
announce
a
new
method
of
place
each
fish,
belly
down,
In
any
cannot
bt
handled
Immediately
by
machine
at
the
rate
of
60
per
Haven taken by John Rodney Cof
Oberlin. Ohio.
Iced Canteloupe
packing.
[ one of the numerous U-shaped.' the packers.
minute and packed in cases of 48 fin, was shown. One feature of especially lf they are only patted
Mrs. John Johnson and daughter
Wheatena Muffins
partly
dry
afterward.
Do
you
know
The Company's original Rockland inetal holders on a continuous chain
Fish for packing leave 'he brine cans.
the film showed the “J. O.” with
Joan have returned from a visit
Dropped Eggs
plant, built flve years ago, has been belt, operating on each side of the tank on a short conveyor which con- Efficient Machinery Power
Its owner and Capt. Foy W. Brown, the tennis players drink hot tea
with relatives in Rockport.
Broiled Baron
to
cool
off,
and
that
there's
sound
added to from time to time. It ‘s unit. Each llsh is placed so that the nects with a chain belt conveyor,
All of the motive power for the Mr. Brown was given a generous
•Peach Conserve
Miss Edith Coombs of Calder- one of thc reepnt additions. 200 feet ’ head protrudes from the holder J about 65 feet long and 30 inches, plant, with the exception of that
reason for luke-warm baths in
hand.
Coffee
wood’s Neck was guest last week long and 40 feet wide, that ma- i against an adjustable stop on th? wide.
; needed for water pumping, which is
Officers and trustees elected are Summer Instead of rold showers as
Sunday Dinner
end of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett. chinery for the new process was' inside, while the tail overhangs onAlong each side of the fish belt,
furnished by the main plant, ls sup- President, H. F Huse; vice presi more conducive to lowering of body
Chicken Pie
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Heath, installed.
: the outside As the belt moves for- there are can conveyors on which : plied by four electric motors—two dents. Leon B Stone. Robert Wheel temperature? Running cool water
Parsley Peas and Carrots
had as dinner guests Friday. Dr.
The new canning system differs j ward it passds by two circular steel the filled cans are placed by the 5 h. p„ one l'i h. p. and one 10 h. p wright; secretary, Herman W. over one"s wrists seems lo help,
Fluffy Mashed Potatoes
and Mrs. Howard Pulling and son from tlie conventional procedure tn knives situated on each side of the packers. Nine ounce American Can 1 These are strategically located for
Crockett; treasurer, Mrs. Lilian however.
•Fried
Tomatoes with Cream
Nathan and Mr. and Mrs. Neson two Important ways; first, In the metal holders, and turning counter Co. cans are used, and the fish are efficient operation. One operates
Big bouquets of cool green leaves
Hopkins; trustees. Mrs. Sumner
Bunker and daughter Sara.
preparation of the fish for canning,! to the belt. The tails drop to a packed in mustard sauce, tomato the unloading hoist; another oper- Pingree. Miss Frances Hayward. do create an Illusion of coolness ln •Spicy Red Watermelon Preserves
Vanilla Ice Cream
Mrs. Beulah Drew entertained
Thomas S. Lamont. Joel Wooster. a city apartment or home, we find,
Raspberry Sauce
the Bridge Eight at her home Wed
especially
big
glossy
leaves
like
Mrs. Eva Cooper. Mrs. Herman W.
Iced Coffee
nesday night. Lunch was served.
rhododendron arranged in tall,
Crockett. Foy W. Brown.
Supper
Miss Charlotte Hall of Scituate.
The society will sponsor Aug. 22 crystal Jars.
Fresh Fruit Salad
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Ola Ames.
A
bare
table
somehow
seems
cool

an illustrated address by Com
Toasted Rolls
Mrs. Edwin Maddocks and daugh
mander Donald B. MacMillan, hls er in very hot weather, and you
Potato Sticks
ter Miss Patricia of Weymouth,
may
enjoy
the
lovely
finish
of
the
subject, "Greenland."
Chocolate Crunch Cookies
Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
wood for a change.
Iced Tetley Tea
Andrew Johnson.
As for food, plenty of fruit Juice
• Recipes given.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Lenfest and
beverages, buttermilk or cool milk,
con ot Reading, Mass.. Mr. and
iMiss Margaret Heal was recent salads and leafy vegetables inevit
Last year the raw materials from
Mrs. Charles Lenfest and son of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lam- ably. light desserts, and one hot
Rochester. N. Y.. are at Seal Bay
son.
dish at dinner should keep tiie fam nearly 2.500,000 acres of farm land
Farm for the Summer.
Miss Viola Plowman of Scarboro ily sailing along on an even keel went into the manufacture of mo
Capt Frank Rossette of Camden
who has been with her aunt. Mrs through days of unusual heat
tor vehicles or their accessories.
was in town Thursday.
Fred Collins for several weeks re Fried Tomatoes With Cream
’
These products included cotton, used
Miss Ellen Wareham of Concord.
turned home Sunday with her par
8 or 10 tomatoes
in the manufacture of tires and
Mass., arrived Thursday to visit
ents who spent the weekend here.
Flour, salt, pepper
her aunt Mrs. L. R. Smith.
brake linings; corn, used in the
Raking of blueberries began ln
1 tablespoon butter
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett recently en
this vicinity this week. All report
% teaspoon soda
manufacture of alcohol for paints;
Left: The new rutting machines, showing fish coming down from sluice, to be placed on holders of continuous belt whirh passes by circular the berries very green and a small
tertained a group of friends at
1 tablespoon sugar
molasses, utilized ln the solvents
luncheon complimenting Mrs Ken knives and drops rut fish into collection box. In regular operation a box top guard is placed over the knives. Right; Fish going onto the packing crop. Part of the berries are be
'4 cup cream
and fluids, together with fool, mo
neth Cook, who with Rev. Mr. Cook belt from (hr brine tank. Just behind thr tank may be seen the conveyor that carries fish from the rutting machines. Ihe incoming sluice runs ing sent to the canning factory and
Scald and skin tomatoes, slice hair and leather for upholosterlng.
and daughter Lois-Marie, left Mon across the background, over the storage tanks.
some to the markets.
and dip into flour which has been
day for a month's vacation in Nova
Mrs. Perley and Mrs. Elmer Mer seasoned with salt and pepper.
Scotia.
and second in the method of pro-' waste conveyor. By an Ingenious > sauce and natural fish Juices. Each, ates the conveyor to the brine tank rifield entertained the Tuesday Saute in butter, and when browned
The American Legion and Aux cessing. These changes, together arrangement, the heads are cut and. operator has a small table on which [ and the shafting connected to the Club this week.
on both sides, break up with a spoon
iliary held a Fair Thursday after with efficient layout of machinery, together with the entrails, are i she fills the cans with the proper cutting machines; the third one
The Mission Circle met this week and add soda, sugar and cream.
noon at Legion hall. It was large make it possible to handle fish from washed away by a spray of water - sauce, previous to placing in the runs the fish and can packing belts with Mrs. J. F. Heal
Season lo taste, reheat and serve
ly attended and a considerable sum boats to retorts in only 20 minutes, from above. The remaining piece j fish.
arid the conveyor to the retorts; the
Oliver Counce who is employed on on toast.
was netted.
fourth runs the shafting for the a yacht was at tlie home ol hls Pear and Plum Jam
where it formerly required two and of fish, cut 5*4 inches long for exact Sealing and Processing
The senior class of Vinalhaven one-half hours.
2 pounds ripe pears
fit in the can, drops to a collecting
At the end of the fish belt, the sealing machines and the can con- parents. Mr. and Mrs. WilUam
High School gave a supper recently
Oounce for a short stay this week
The outstanding feature of the box. having a slide opening Into a cans converge from the two con- vjryor to tlie sealers.
114 pounds ripe plums
at Union Church vestry.
The new factory is its cutting machines, sluice.
veyors and continue on an 18-inch
All of the designing and construc- while the yacht was at Bar Harbor.
14 cup cold water
tables were attractively decorated These represent an entirely new de- Better Quality Product
chain belt to the Max Ams sealing j tion work on the new plant addition, He with other members of the fam
714 cups granulated sugar
with colorful garden flowers and velopment and are the result of sevThere is a battery of eight cutting machines. A parallel return belt, as well as the layout and installation ily also visited Mrs. Emily Wood
1 bottle liquid pectin
this menu was served: t'/ld sliced eral years of experimental work by machines. They are designed pri- at the end automatically carries j of machinery was carried out by the cock at Harborside.
Peel and core washed pears. Put
meat, hot scalloped potatoes, fruit the Ramsdell Company.
marily for larger fish, from 8 inches around any cans which the sealing Ramsdell Packing Co. Alvin C. Wandered from Home
through food chopper, using me
salads, pies, cake and coffee.
The usual method of handling and up in length. With these ma- I operators do not take off. There are Ramsdell is president of the firm,
dium blade. Pit washed plums,
Considerable excitement and not cut ln small pieces and crush
A large excursion is expected to fish when they arrive at a plant Is chines thi Company claims that a five sealing machines each of which and Victor Ramsdell, plant superThe Morning AfterTaking
a little anxiety was caused Tuesday thoroughly with spoon or potato
accompany the Stonington base to first place them in steam boxes, better quality, firmer fish of uni- closes 28 cans per minute.
; intendent.
afternoon
when
Malcolm
Clark
and
ball team and High School band then in drying chambers, to be fol- form length, is obtainable for packFrom the sealing machines thc
Ramsdell Packing Co. owns a fleet
masher. Add water to plums and Carters Little Liver Pills
here Sunday when Vinalhaven lowed by the cutting off oiheads ing. By limiting all cooking opeta- cans travel 'on a conveyor to over of nine boats. From the Rockland Arnold Tolman, ages 7 and 4 re simmer, covered, flve minutes. Com
Chiefs will cross bats with that and tails with scissors by workers on tions to the final retort processing the three retorts, where they are plant are operated the carriers spectively failed to return home bine fruits (there should be 414
team at the School street grounds. the plant line.
after the fish are sealed in the can, discharged into retort baskets placed Campobello, Barbara E, Christo- ln a reasonable length of time.
cups) and sugar ln large kettle,
Neighbors and friends formed a mix well. Bring to a full rolling
Lunch will be served all day at New Cutting Machines
it Ls said that all fish Juices, and oils in front of the retort doors. The pher, Virginia and the seiner
O A R. rooms ln Memorial hall.
Under the new Ramsdell system, remain in tlie fish, giving them the retorts are of welded steel, each ap- Sachem; from the Portland plant, searching party ln the vicinity of boil over high heat. Boll hard
proximately 12 feet long. 4 feet wide the carriers Oquirrh and Wahta- their hemes. Finally the fire siren one minute; remove from heat and
the fish travel through a sluice di- fullest possible flavor.
For a Limited Time Only
and 4 feet high, and hold four bas- wah, and the seiners Stag and Nora was blown and in a short time stir in pectin. Skim and pour
rectly
from
the
unloading
hoist
(or
From
the
sluice,
the
fish
drop
to
SOUTH THOMASTON
Thomas Monden of Beech HUI quickly into clean, freshly scalded
Mr. and Mrs. James Hopkins and from the storage tanks ii unloadings a conveyor, to be carried to the kets apiece. The cans are pro- D Sawyer.
brought word that he had seen two jelly Jars to within *4 inch of the
daughter Patricia of Brighton.
boys answering their description top. Cover at once with hot para
Mass., and Ralph Hopkins of
near his home.
ffin. Makes about 12 six-ounce
Quincy. Mass., are guests of their
This clue led ln the right direc Jars.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hop
tion and the boys were soon found Peach Conserve
kins.
in a field near the Oreen place on
Slice three oranges and 1 lemon
Word has been received from
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
Meadow street. In trying to hide very thin. Discard the seeds. Mix
Maurice Rackliffe. son of Mr. and
from an older brother they had lost orange and lemon slices with 6 i ness—for school—for typewriter.
Mrs Archie Rackliffe of Water
their way and wandered away from pounds peeled peaches; add 10 j
mans' Beach that he has Just ar
instead of toward home.
cups granulated sugar and 2 tea- |
rived in Dutch Harbor. Alaska. He
The older child has only recently spoons cinnamon. Let stand 10 min- '
is to be stationed there one year
moved to lib vir.agc v,i:h Ilia unde. utes to draw out the Juice. Mix in !
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
and would enjoy hearing from hls
1
'4
cups
chopped
seeded
raisins
and
[
We Do Not Break Packages
•Keag friends. There are at the
% teaspoon salt. Simmer until
SOMERVILLE
present time three Keag boys in
Mail
Orders Filled—lie Extra
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest French were the conserve thicken? (about an
the service of their country who
hour)
over
low
heat,
stirring
frej
recent callers on Mrs. Lilia Grotton
are stationed on the Pacific. En
quently to keep from burning. Seal
in Rockland.
sign George Kitteridge, on board
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. (Hayes of Chel in freshly scalded clean Jelly Jars
ROCKLAND. MAINE
the Chicago; Sgt. Austin Ripley, at
sea and William Hayes of Boston to within *4 Inch of the top and
Wheeler Field. Oahu. Hawaiian
Islands and Maurice Rackliffe Left Cans of fish coming down thc conveyor Irom the packers, and the sealing machines. Right: One of the three steam retorts, with baskets were recent visitors at Marlon
Brown's.
R. M. 2d class in Alaska.
being filled with cans coming on conveyor from sealing machines
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Emery visit
Willard P. Sleeper entertained at
ed Sunday with her sons, Omer
afternoon tea Monday in honor of
ing cf St. George. Mr. and Mrs. CLARK ISLAND
Brann and Cecil Brann.
hls 87th birthday. His guests whose City is spending two week with FRIENDSHIP
Clarence Benner, Richard Benner.
Charles Roes is improving from a
ages aggregated 652 years, ranging her sister Mrs. Harry Wiggin.
Miss Dorothy Jackson is visiting
Thirty boys from Camp Kenne Mrs; Oscar Smith of Waldoboro and
revere heart attack suffered Mon
from 79 to 91 included Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Prentist Aylward bec. Belgrade Lakes are enjoying a
in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Philbrook an.1
day. Mrs. Beulah Eaton ls assisting
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett. Mrs. Rebecca of Indiana, were recent guests of
feur-days camping trip at Otter family and Mrs. Eugene Durgin of
Mrs. Elizabeth Richards, Mrs. in caring for him.
Thorndike. Mrs. Emily J. Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Aylward.
Island.
Jennie Wright. Mrs. O W. Wiggln
Warren.
Mrs. Jennie Clark of this place;
Mr. and Mrs. Justus Ripley were
Mr. and Mrs. E. Jetty and maid
and Mrs. Gertrude Coltart of Rock
Most of life’s unfortunates don't
Mrs. Mary Adams of Grafton,
guests Sunday of Mr. Ripley's frent New York and Waterville are:
land are at Mrs. Wright's home want pity; they want understand
.ir-rviz
SOLD AS LOW AS $5 00 DOWN
Mass.; and Luther Crockett of
brother
Fred
Ripley.
at
“
Four
Gables"
for
the
month
of
GROSS
NECK
here.
They
had
as
guests
Thursday
We allow you from one to two years to pay balance
ing.
Soring Oardens, Long Island. New
' Mr. and Mrs. Aton Simmons of Mrs. Jessie Williams and Mrs. Laura
Mr. and Mrs. Al. Wiggin of Cam August.
Your old stove taken in trade
York. The oldest guest was Mrs.
Mr snd Mrs. William Gross and Bath visited last weekend with his , Richards.
Watts, aged 91, whose birthday was den passed last weekend at their
New Undtr-arm
This trademark Is famous from Maine to California. There
daughter Jean cf West Roxbury, j parents, Mr, and Mrs. Harvey Sim- j LerOy Jackson of South Thomas
the following day. It was regretted cottage here.
are few Americans who do not know about it. For nearly 41) years
ton visited Tuesday with his daugh- Cream Deodorant
Elizabeth Till and Betty John Mass.. who are vacationing here mons.
that illness prevented Mrs. Ada
it has meant to people in every part nf our country High Quality.
Mrs. £idora Gross was a visitor in ter, Dorothy.
Snow and Mrs. Lena Simmons from son of Pleasant Beach were guests sper.t Wednesday at Cadillac MounLOW Fa< tory Prices, Fair and Square Dealing.
' Rockland recently.
being present.
Monday of Evans Dick of Boston, ta*nMrs. William Savage, daughter
When any factory stays in business for 40 years constantly
Mrs.
Ollie
Brutting
of
Astoria
Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike and on a yachting trip to Boothbay
Mr. and Mrs. William Thome of and granddaughter of Rockland Stops Perspiration
growing bigger and stronger it must be producing a good product
Harbor.
Mrs.
Lewis
Johnson
and
L
I
arrived
this
week
at
the
home
w
and
Mr
and
Mrs
Grover
j
were
rece
nt
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Miss Helen Sleeper spent several
. . _
..
nf tmr hrntb<*r A O RnHanipr fnr n
at an attractive price. BECAUSE we sell direct our factory prices
days recently as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eva Sleeper motored to Booth- of her brother A. O. Rodamer for a Cleveland of Sidney. N. Y.. and Mr i John Caven.
arr $?5 to $40 less than a stove of comparable quality. When that
and Mrs. Wotton of Rcckland were ‘ Mr and kMrs winiam Pierson acMrs. James Bolan of Abington, bay and dined at By-Way food shop few weeks' stay.
product wins and holds the friendship of nearly 1.500,000 fami
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Klawunu
Mass., at the Hosmer Farm at dined at the By-Way food shop
lies, it must be a mighty satisfactory, well performing product.
reoent visitors at the home of Mrs. companied by John Caven visited
and
Miss
Elsie
Kohlmetz
leave
to

Sunset. Deer Isle.
after which the young women re
Kenneth Stevenson.
Thursday in Medomak
When it comes to the stoves with which they cook their meals
day
for
their
home
in
Elizabeth,
N
A surprise party was tendered turned with them.
and warm their homes! A MILLION ANI) A HALF AMERI
Mrs. Janet Lea and daughter
J. alter a three weeks' vacation I Mrs. Kenneth Stevenson left
Mrs. Lottie Norton last Saturday
CAN HOUSEWIVES CAN'T BE WRONG!
spent on Bradford's Point.
1 Monday for Quepos, Costa Rica. Gladys and Mrs. Donald Pierce re
by a few neighbors and friends
NORTH
HAVEN
Mr.
and
Mrs
H.
A.
Thompson
enwhcre
ca
P
tein
Stevenson
is
port
suturned
home
last
Saturday
from
One hundred and forty-four Models of Coal and Wood
Chinese checkers and beano were
At the Pulpit Harbor Church tertained last weekend. Mr. and Perlntendent. After spending the New Jersey. They were accompan
ranges, 15 Styles of Oil Ranges, 12 Styles of Electric Ranges. 12
enjoyed. Refreshments were served
Sunday morning Rev. Leon B. Mrs H G Pollard, Dr and Mrs. Roy wetk ln New York shopping and ied here by Mrs. Lea's father, Wil
Does not rot dresses, does
Styles of Bottled Gas Ranges. Combination Oil and Elec
and a pleasant social hour was
not irritate skin.
Meader, pastor tf thc Baptist Perkins. Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. visiting old friends she will sail lard Turner, and Joseph Clark who
tric Ranges.
spent in reminiscenses. Present
2.
Nowaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
Saturday on the United Fruit Co. returned Sunday.
Combination Coal-Wood, and Electric Ranges, wilh dual
were Mrs. Louise Kidd of Omaha Church at Charleston will preach.. Cooke. Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Mac boat the S. S. Musa.
right after shaving.
oven in which you can bake either way. Ask the other dealers
Miss Hilda Swanson returned
Neb. Miss Mary Bartlett, Mrs Worship will be at 11 o’clock, Mr. Donald. Mrs. Ivan Wintney. F. B.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Meader will ipreach again at night. Kenney. Mr. and Mrs. Donald T.
Seymour Simmons of Broad Cove home last Saturday after visiting
If their Combination Electric Stoves have this feature. Combi
for 1 to J days. Removes odor
Georgia Snow. Mrs. Aurelia Rip
At the close of the service in a fel Dean, all of Lowell, Mass.
was a caller in this place Sunday. in Stonington.
nation Oil and Bottled Gas Ranges.
from perspiration.
ley and Mrs. Hazel Williams.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth George
Recent visitors at the home of
Combination Coal-Wood and Bottled Gas Ranges, with a dual
Alfred Del Petro and John Voit lowship 15 minutes. Mr. Coffin will
less vanishing cream.
oven in whirh you ran bakr either way. Ask the other dealers to
Under the new defense tax bill,
of New York have been guests of show pictures of the famous Gaspe and sons Warren and Fred and Mr. and Mrs Melvin Genthner were
5.
Arrid
has
been
awarded
the
trip. All are invited.
Douglas Armstrong, Arkville, N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Libby of Thom- exemptions on Individual Incomes
show you both the approval of the American Gas Association
Mrs. Harry Wiggln. recently.
Approval Sea I of the American
Ideal Summer weather Thursday spent last Saturday with Mr. and ■ aston and Mrs. Charles Kaler oi
and Good Housekeeping on their dual oven stoves. As far aa
Mrs. Everett Sonnunberg and
Institute
of
Laundering
for
are lowered from $2500 to $2000 for
we know they can't show both.
West Waldoboro.
being harmless to fabrics.
children have returned to Massa afternoon brought out a fine com Mrs. K. E. Thompson.
married persons, and from $1000 to
Recent callers at R. R. Thomp
25 MILLION (an oi Arrid
chusetts after spending a week with pany to the annual fair of the
Requests for prices, pictures, etc., answered promptly.
OU from raisin seeds, mixed wtth ' $800 for single persons. For a fiveUnity Guild of the Church upon Ihe son's were Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rob
have b»en sold. Try ajartodayl
Mrs. Carlysle Brown.
CONSULT US FOR FURNACES
Mrs. John Fiske and son Sam parsonage lawn. The sale was well inson of Newport, Mrs. Harriet Rob piments for use in oil paintings Ls year period taxes paid by individu
FACTORY BRANCH STORE AND DISPLAY ROOM
inson of Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Al
uel who have been visiting Mrs. patronized.
said t ocau.se the paint to spread als and corporations are increased
fred Hocking and family, Mr. and
Flske's brother Richard Hodson
AUGUSTA, MAINE
304 WATER STREET,
At all atoree selling toilet goods
rapidly on the canvas and to dry 10 percent. Nearly all excise taxes
Mrs.
Almon
Hall
and
son
True,
Mrs.
A
creed
is
only
as
strong
as
its
96*96
have returned to Francis, Mont,

Ramsdell Packing Co.

a

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8‘/*xll
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 40c

The Courier-Gazette

KALAMAZOO

THE BIGGEST STOVE & FUR
NACE STORE IN THE WORLD

1.

ARRID

Mrs. Martha Thayer of New York

weakest deed.

Geneva Hall aud Mrs. Nellie Nock- slowly,

*

are raised from 10 to 50 percent,

39*.i«

£
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| MRS, SMITH’S COMMITTEES

THOMASTON
£
HHI H.T.TIV T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft fi ft ft
Tel 190

Our Representative Gets Temporarv Appointments—What
She’d Like
Representative Margaret Chase
Smith, filling the unexpired term of
the late representative Clyde H.

CAMDEN
ftftftft
JUNE COTE
Correspondent

George Gress Sold
And Now Penobscot Bay’s
Lone Mariner Wants
Another Vessel

ROCKPORT ,
<

ftftftft
UDA G. CKAMPNXY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2228

Visited Montpelier
N. Y. A. Girls View Relics
Of Revolutionary War
Period—Currier & Ives
Engravings

Favors Conscription
Mrs. Cuddy Also Thinks
Less Should Be Said
About Preparedness

to the Red Cross warehouse in New
Jersey and are sent from there to
England. Chairman Norman H.
Davis of the American Red Cross
reported yesterday in a release to
local chapters that since July 1,
supplies totalling more than 20.000.000 pounds had cleared New York
as cargo on British vessels without
charge. These boats are debarking
at the rate of more tnan one a day.
The American Red Cross sends,
according to Mr. Davis, an average
of 850.000 pounds of war relief sup
plies daily to England.

New Haven, Conn., Aug. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul K. Granvilie
On the afternoon of the 12th„ Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
if Webster, Mass., campers at The
Among guests this week at the through the medium of Currier and
I follow with great interest the
Mrs. Oeorge York of Quincy,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth iW. Gale Morrlrgs on Searsport avenue,
pointed
to
the
following
committees
home
of Capt. and Mrs Ernest M Ives prints cr rather lithographs, editorials in each issue of your paper
Mass., is visiting Miss Eliza Whit
of Gardner, Mass., are guests of have bought the 80-foot coasting
Torrey were Mrs. Agnes Johnson Mrs. Freeman Brown took the to learn Maine's view of the situ
ney, Joining her sons, who have of the House:
Mrs. Gale's sister and brother- in schooner George Gress, a familiar of Brookline. Mass.. Miss Zaida N.Y'.A. Girls back to the days of
ation here and abroad.
been here two weeks.
Committee on committees, war law Mr. and *».s, Harold Wey
Snow of Brockton. Mass., and Mr. "Spare the Rod and spoil the Child.’I know the futility of words, but
Robert Carter is visiting his claims, invalid pension, pension mouth.
Lithography which is based on If permissible would like to express
and Mrs. William Snow and son Al
father. Wilson Carter, at the laws, election of President. Vice
New residents and visitors are
the principle that oil and water will my opinion.
bert of Brooksville.
Boothbay Harbor Coast Guard Sta President and representatives in invited to attend thr Chamber of
not
mix, was discovered by a Ba
With the speeding up of the gun
Dr. Bcurdeau-Sisco is entertaintion.
Congress. These committees will Commerce Hospitality Tea Monday
Dirty water from laundry tubs
| ing fcr a few weeks at her Summer varian living in Germany in 1796 industry, part of which Joins our is being collected for analysis by a
Miss Ruth Rowland of New York, carry through to the end of thi' from 3 39 to £.30 at the Bok Airhome cn Amesbury Hill her sister. The most famous of American own back yard, and the building of national laundry association.
is visiting here and is staying at Congress. Jan 3. 1941. when there phitheaiM. In case of rain, it will
! Mrs. A J S. Bcurdeau of Washing lithographers was Nathaniel Cur bomb shelters, only a stone s throw
the home of Mr. and Mrs. War will be a redistribution as the 17th be held at the Y.M.C.A.
away, it makes one feel that war is
ton, D. C., and Miss Evelyn Morris rier. V
wick Vose.
Congress comes in.
Mis. Brown said tliat we were in gradually creeping up on us.
Miss Doits Hei.ld left ior Boston
j
Smith
of
Baltimore,
Md.
Miss
Probate Notices
Mrs. H. H. Newbert entertained
These appointments are temporary Friday and letu.ns today accom
It is my first experience in being
j Smith was graduated last June debted to Currier and Ives for the
with an all-day picnic at the New in that they are not the first choice
preservation of the Americana of in the midst of war activities. I am
STATE OF MAINE
from the Johns Hopkins University.
bert cottage at Jefferson Lake of Representative Smith, but are the panied by Miss Gertrude Francis of
the 800 s. Over 7000 prints or only one and my word is of little
Wethersfield. Conn., who will v.sit
To all persons Interested ln either
Thursday, her guests being Rev. best she could get at this late hour
Miss
Thalice
Spear
is
having
a
of the estates hereinafter named:
ithographs were maue by Currier
her for a week
At a Probate Court held at Rock
and Mrs. Donald P. Perron, their in a Congress when all committee
vacation from her duties as clerk and his brother-in-law. Ives. Those value, but I believe there is too much
Rev. H I. Holt will preach at
land, In and for the County of Knox,
said
about
our
lack
of
preparedness,
sons, Duane and Bruce, and Mrs places are filled. The places on the
in
the
Cambridge
'Mass.)
Bank
on
thc 16th day of July In thc year
prints were the newsreels of tliat that cannot help but reach the ears of our
the Methodist Church Sunday at
Lord one thousand nine hun
Richard Webb, and son Richard of Committee on Committees and In
which she Ls spending with her par- day.
10.30 in the absence of the pastor.
dred
and forty and 'by adjournment
of Germany and not enough stress
Syracuse. N. Y.
I ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear.
from day to day from the 19th day of
valid Pensions were available be William T. Smith. Jr., of Thom
The big New York fire "made" Mr. on the strength of our defenses.
said July. The following matters hav
Mrs. Roy Knowlton has returned cause Representative Ralph O
Mrs. Fred H. White, Mrs. G. B. Currier. Pour days after thc fire
aston will be the guest soloist.
I for one favor conscription For ing been, presented for the action
home after a visit with her sister Brewster of Maine resigned from
Milliken and her mother, Mrs K Mr. Currier offered his first litho our own safety we should be strong thereupon hereinafter Indicated It la
Bible classes will be at 11.45. and
hereby ORDERED:
in Bangor,
them so that Representative Smith tlie Happy Hour service will be at
A. Houghton, of Worcester, Mass., graph for sale, “Ruins of the Mer ln our defenses and wholly prepared
That notice thereof be given to all
Mrs. Prances Bartlett of Provi could have them. Representative
j
were
overnight
guests
Wednesday
chants' Exchange, N. Y. After the at all times to protect our rights and persons Interested, by causing a copy
7.30 with song service and the Rev.
dence was recent guest of Mrs. Brewster is a candidate for the Sen
of
this order to be published three
of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Spear.
Destructive conflagration of Dec. above all to know how to use guns. weeks
Holt as the preacher. Miss Claire
successively ln The Courier-Ga
Herbert Pales.
ate and will either be in the Senate Quimby will be in charge of the
zette
a newspaper published at Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Perkins 6 and 7, 1835 '
By that, I do not mean that our
The next meeting of the Baptist or out of Congress in the 77th.
land ln said County, that they may
"There is nothing left to the imag boys should be drafted into peace appear at a Probate Court to be held
church night service Thursday at
i are weekend guests of friends in
Ladies' Circle will be held Aug. 28.
Representative Smith wants ap 7.30.
town. Mr. Perkins, now a teacher ination in the prints, and they time military service to force them at said Rockland on the 20th day of
at which time there will be a Sum pointment to the committee on labor,
A. D. 1940 at eight o'clock In
j in the Connecticut schools, was for- are not splendid works of art in any into war. but to be prepared if this August
The Yacht Club will hold its an
the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
mer sale.
naval affairs, military affairs or nual meeting and election of offi
t’apt. Parker Ilall. Penobscot Bay's! merly principal of thc local Gram- sense of the word, but many of country should be invaded. Hitler they see cause,
Mr. and Mrs. George Creighton merenant marine, and nas made for
CHESTER B HAIJ, late of Warren,
them show skill and inspiration is not one to be stopped with a slap deceased
cers at the Club House Thursday at lone navigator, who has sold his mar School.
Will and Petition for Pro
and sons, Everett and James, re mal application for them, in this
, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Stinson. Many complain that these litho on the wrist. And I believe it is bate thereof, asking that the same
12 o'clock. Following the meeting floating heme.
turned to East Milton, Mass., to order, to Representative Joe Martin
may
be
proved
and allowed ar.d that
graphs
are
in
bad
taste
but
that
is
luncheon will be served.
son Robert of Newport News. Va
better by far to be prepared and not Letters Testamentary
Issue to Mabel
day after a visit with Capt. and of Massachusetts. Republican floor
Mrs. Nina Gregory and daugh sight to residents of Penobscot Bey, I are spending two weeks at the home not true. From an artistic stand need it, than to need it and not be H Withee of Rockport, she being the
Mrs James E. Creighton, and Mr. leader in the Houese. She will have
Executrix named In said Will, with
point many are hideous, but for the prepared.
ter. Katherine and Eleanor Greg from Capl. Parker Hall of Sand) of Mrs Mabel H. Withee.
out bond.
and Mrs. N. P. Andrews. Their priority over new members who may
ory, all of Glen Cove, spent a day Point, who is probably the oldest
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth W. Gale greater part the prints show inter
Dr. Avery E. Lambert and daugh
ANNIE PAYNE FOSS late of North
other son, William, is staying the come ln next January, should she
recently as guests of Mrs. Frances coaster captain in active service on of Gardner, Mass., are guests for esting happenings in interesting ter Mary, of Iowa City, Ia., after a Haven, deceased Will and Petition
remainder of the summer with his be elected for the regular term which
for Probate thereof, asking that the
Fish.
weekend visit ln New Haven, Con.i., same may be proved and allowed and
the Maine Coast. Capt. Hall has several days at the home of her limes in a charming way."
grandparents.
begins Jan. 3.
After 1924, when the antique as our guests, are now calling on that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Raymond Snow has returned to never been known to admit his brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and
The annual picnic of Grace Chap
C Foss of North Haven, he be
The Committee on Committees is Fort Monmouth. N J., after a visit age but it has been variously esti- ■ Mrs. George Crockett,
dealers became interested, prints friends and relatives in Maine. Dr. Lewis
ing the Executor named In said Wilt,
ter OES will be held Sunday at made s.p of one member from each
•
with his mother. Mrs. Mary Snow- mated from 75 to 90. He is in the
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Spear and which had sold for 15 or 25 cents Lambert and family will then return without bond
Mrs Guy Lermonds cottage at State, and Mrs Smith will represent
HERBERT L. SIMMONS, late
Dr. Guy Robbins of Chelsea, market for another schooner.
; daughters. Dianne a,pd Nancy, are began to sell for hundreds of dol to their home in Iowa from Lake ofESTATE
Friendship, deceased. Petition for
Holiday Beach. All attending are the Maine House delegation -.n that
Mass., who is spending the Sum
The Oeorge Gress, built at Athens , visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs lars. and those that sold for $1.50 Bomoseen. Vt,
Administration, asking that Mertland
asked to take own dishes, and any committee, which advises on place
O Simmons of Friendship, or some
or $3, began to sell for thousands
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
mer at Lake Megunticook, will N. Y.. ln 1885. was a brick carring L. True Spear,
other suitable person, be appointed
one not having means of transpor ment of Republicans on committees.
preach the sermon Sunday morn schooner, or “bricker ”, as they were
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Oliver and The record price to date is $3000
37 Tilton street.
Admr . with bond.
tation may call one cf the commit
ESTATE JACOB EDWARD GEGENing at the Baptist Church. Walter called, she is of peculiar construe- daughters Ruth and Jean arrived for “Life of a Hunter—a Tight Fix."
tee members who are Mrs. Faye with Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peehan
HEImEk. late of Warren, deceased Pe
Mrs. Brown made a display of WAR RELIEF ARTICLES
E. Kempf will be the soloist. Church tion.
Thursday
from
Newton,
Mass.,
to
tition
for Administration, asking that
Stetson. Mrs. Eleanor Cullen, Mrs
Lord Bishop of Nassau will offi school convenes at 9 45. and the
Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland, or
A party of 100 could be comfort- spend two weeks at ‘The Birches,” 65 reproductions covering all the
BeTtha Seekins, Miss Helen Stet ciate at St John’s Church Sunday
Shipment From Portland During some other suitable person, be ap
subjects portrayed by Currier and
mid-week devotional service is ably tucked away in deck chairs Beauchamp avenue,
pointed Admr . with bond.
son and Miss Helen Studley.
Last Month Numbered 30.059
at 9 a. m.
held Thursday night at 7.30
on board
*
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle and Ives. "The Road-Winter" is Mrs.
ESTATE DALLAS C MURCH late of
Mrs. Wilson Carter gave a party
Vlnalhaven. deceased
Petition for
Fred Hinckley of Boston is visit
Rev. Dr. Alden D. Kelley, secre
Capt. Hall, known as the "Lone family of Hallowell were in town Brown's favorite. This lithograph
yesterday afternoon for her daugh ing Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton.
Administration,
asking that Winifred
According to Mrs. J. Warren M Murch of Vlnalhaven,
is a portraiture of Mr. and Mrs.
tary for college work of the Na Sailor of Penobscot Bay." is an Thursday calling on friends,
or some other
ter. Janet, in honor of her seventh
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cobb of Al tional Council of the Episcopal interesting personage, a native of , Mrs. Terrell Shrader and son Currier. It was a surprise Christ Chase, volunteer production chair suitable person, be appointed Admx..
birthday. The guests were Joan fred were supper guests Thursday
with bond.
Church will be the preacher at St. Duxbury. Mass., his mother's people ; Terrell of Miami, arrived Friday to mas gift from members cf the firm. man of the Portland Chapter,
PETITION FOR ADOPTION asking
Harrison of Bloomfield, N. J., Car- of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hahn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis American Red Cross, articles made for the adoption of Edward A DuThomas Church Sunday morning at came from Duxbury, and his spend a few days with her sister
leen Young, Sally Gillchrest. James
pllsea.
Doris E Dupllsea. and Merlene
in
July
by
the
chapter
total
30,059.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rowland 10.45.
loaned
us
three
original
Currier
and
father's people from Marshfield Mrs. Cornelia MacDonald. They
Dupllsea. children of Regina A.
Gillchrest, Jean Gillchrest, Linwood Mrs Wheaton and Mrs. Jack Waters
The, number of women working L.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Walsh are on Mass. For many years he went made the trip by plane and will re Ives—"Partridge Shooting,” "The
Lloyd of Rockland, by Robert A. Lloyd
Moody, Marilyn Tinker, and Arthur and son Kenneth, all of New York
a business trip to Boston and New on New York coasters. After the turn the same way. Mrs. Shrader Presidents of the United States was 286. with the total number of and Regina A Lloyd of Rockland
Strout. The youngsters enjoyed va came yesterday to visit Mr. and
ESTATE NELLIE E BEAN, late of
York.
World War he was in command of was formerly Miss Helen Spear of from 1789, to 1861," and "Why hours given, 5041. The number of Thomaston,
deceased. Petition for ap
rious games and refreshments of Mrs. Enoch Clark and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dougas Halford of coasters plying between Boston ?nd this town and this is her first visit Don't He Come?" “The contrac surgical dressings made ln July un pointment of Trustee, asking that Min
ice cream and cake. Each guest re
nie
H
Newbert
Thomaston, or some
Miss Barbara Harrison and Miss Winthrop Highland. Mass., and Mr. Baltimore, carring pulp wood. Be- home since her marriage 26 years tion used in the title of the last der the direction of Mrs. E. Eugene other suitable of
person, be appointed
ceived a lollipop doll, beautifully Joan Harrison of Rahway, N. J„ are
and Mrs. Harold Lander of Pitts fore owning the George Gress, he ago.
named print caused some merri Holt, Jr., totals 29.661, with 350 Trustee of the Trust Estate for the
dressed in crepe paper of crushed
use and benefit of James Arthur Bean,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Felt. field have been recent guests of had the schooner Nellie Doe. a
Miss Marion Weidman with her ment, but in a small vignette in the volunteers giving 2.469 hours.
Sidney Bean. Richard Bean and Evelyn
raspberry shade, and decorations on
Quotas for surgical dressings, Lucille Bean, without bond
Mill
Creek
schooner.
He
went
to
house
guests.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
E
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Sykes.
background
the
late
lover
could
be
the birthday cake carried out this In the Churches
knitting garments, and other Red
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH, late of
Carlton P. Wood, principal of the Sandy Point some years ago to Beach and Mrs. Emmie Ripley seen approaching on horseback.
color also, and at each plate was a
Rockland, deceased Petition for Al
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass High School, is show-ing his Hen- make his home laying up the Oeorge spent Thursday on a trip to Bar
In closing Mrs. Brown said, “If Cross supplies are fixed by the lowance. presented hj- Mona M Mc
dainty basket filled with candies at 9 a. m.
nett mare and her two colts at the Gress for the Winter in Gondola Harbor.
I did not mention one of the love American National Red Cross. The Intosh of Rockland, widow
and other goodies Janet was re
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.. Skowhegan Fair next Tuesday at Cove. Every Spring he would put
ESTATE AARON W WINCHENBACH
Mr and Mrs. George Sullivan of liest of all clipper ships prints—the Portland Chapter has filled four late
of Thomaston, deceased Petition
cipient of pleasing gifts.
Holy Eucharist. At 10 a. m. a re 10 o'clock.
her in commission and live on , Dorchester, Mass., and friends are original Red Jacket, my story of quotas since last October.
for Distribution, presented by Charles
Fourteen members and guests of ception in the rectory. At 7.30 p. m
M
Starrett
of Thomaston. Exr
A
report
has
come
from
repre

Two Camden graduates of Bal board during the Summer in ease spending the weekend at the home Currier and Ives prints would be
the Thursday Club enjoyed a pic Evensong with special preacher.
ESTATE OLADYS J SMITH, of Rock
sentatives of the American Red
lard Business School in Rockland and contentment sometimes taking ' Of Mr and Mrs. Leu E. Upham
incomplete.
This
lithograph
is
said
Petition for License to Mort
nic supper at Sherman's Point,
St. George's Church, Long Cove. have recently secured positions. out parties of boys from Summer j Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over to be the only authentic picture of Cross ln Poland that hospital gar land
gage certain Real Estate, situated ln
C&mden. Thursday, Mrs. W B. D. At 6 p. m., Evensong.
said Rockland, and fully described In
They are Miss Jennie Yates, who j camps, cometimes carrying a little i man spent Friday at the Girls that ship, and in 1930 brought the ments from the Portland Chapter ssld
Petition, presonted by Frank A.
Gray and Mrs. Edward T. Dornan
Baptist Church. Sunday School leaves next week for Portland, coastwise cargo. He handled this i Camp Maharia. Nobleboro.
were among the Red Cross supplies Smith of Rockland. Guardian
record price of $1250.
the hostesses. Those attending at 945. worship at 11. The speaker where she will be employed in the | comparatively
in the medical warehouse of the
ESTATE LESLIE C. DEANE, late of
large
schooner , Rev. p Ernest Smith is having
Rockport, deceased
Petition for Use
were Mrs. Oscar Crie. Mrs. Charles for the morning will be Rev. Dr.
Among the activities of the Polish Red Cross ln the Warsaw of Principal of Fund as Provided un
offices of the U. 8. Fidelity & Guar- , single-handed. A gasoline winch a vacation from his duties and with
Smith. Mrs. Enoch Clark, Mrs. Ed Guy E. Mark, of Ccncord. N. H.. who
district.
der
Will
of
Leslie
C
Deane, presen
anty Insurance Co., and Harold ' forward of the foremast takes care , Mrs. smith is spending a part of month was a visit to "Montpelier,"
ted by Annie E Deane of Rockport,
win Lynch, Mrs Elmer Biggers. will use as topic “Blitzkreigs''— Arnold, who has assumed a posi- °f windlass and halyards, and the r jn Newport.
Dressings and clothing are sent widow
made possible through the kindness
Mrs. Forest Stone and guest Miss Satan's Now, Gods Soon." The
tion as bookkeeper at the Stoning- rest ls child's play to a man who
Services Sunday at the Baptist of Mrs. Carlton F. Snow, president
ESTATE UZZIE M HILL, late of
Mary Lou McKusick of Winsted, music for the morning service in
deceased
Petition for
ton Furniture Co. in Rockland. Both I has spent all his life afloat in one Church will begin with a union of the Knox Memorial Association, cast by Revere; but by whom was Thomaston,
Perpetual Care of Burial Lot. presen
Conn., Mrs. Orvel Williams and cludes the hymn-anthem "Even are graduates in the Class of 1938 | craft after another.
! service at 11 a. m. with sermon by and chairman of the advisory board the weather-vane made?
ted by Gilford B. Butler of South
guest, Mrs. Albert Porter of Quincy, Me',' by Warren, with incidental
It does not seem possible that Thomaston. Exr.
The dramatic film. -The Mortal I Captain Hall is very fond of , the pastor. Rev. C. V. Overman of the N.Y.A. Girls’ Project.
Mass., Mrs. Arthur Taylor, Mrs. solo by Raymond K. Greene, and
ETTA M RICHARDS, late
The girls were divided into two there Ls no solution of the plight of ofESTATE
Storm." with Margaret Sullavan I dancing. especially the old-time church School at 12 o’clock' eve
Thomaston, deceased. First and
Weston Young and Mrs. Warren the aria. "It ls Enough,' from
groups. Transportation was fur this old church. The Society for final account presented for allowance
and James Stewart, will be shown dancesning
service
of
worship
at
7
p.
m
Knights. Mrs. Crie and Mrs, Tay "Elijah,” by Mendelssohn, Byron at the Comique Theatre Sunday I He can sPin yarns b>' *he hournished by iMrs. Ross and Mr the Preservation of New England by Eunice L. Shorey. Exx
Y.PB.C.E. will meet at 6 p. m
ESTATE ELIZABETH G PARKER,
lor will entertain at |he next meet A. Knowlton.
and Monday. Today the double i and one listens to him with pleaMiss Mary Louise MacDonald of Thomas, supervisor of one of the Antiquities have by the means of late of Qufncy. Illinois, deceased First
ing in two weeks.
Federatel Church. Services will feature includes “The Captain is sureand
final account presented for al
financial help, advice or publicity
this town and Peter Willard Jones two local N.Y.A. boys' projects.
lowance by Frances J Lubbe. Exx
Miss Katherine Creighton, whose be resumed here Sunday after three
Several years ago Captalr. Hall of Stetson were united in marriage
When the girls arrived at the been a btg factor in this type of
a Lady" and "Stagecoach War.’
ESTATE FRANK L. PEABODY, late
marriage to Jonathan French takes weeks' vacation. Sunday school
fell overboard. As he cannot swim, Wednesday at 3 o clock at the Con Mansion, Mrs. Snow greeted each work.
of Warren, deceased
First and final
place this afternoon at 4 o'clock will be at 9.45. worship at 11 o'clock Outing Club Annual Meeting
account
presented for allowance by
he stayed in thc water about three gregational parsonage in Camden, personally, and with her usual
Miss Maud Hall gave the girls of Lealand C.
Peabody. Admr.
was guest of honor Tuesday after Rev. Mr Leach will speak on the
Plans are now being made to hours before anyone could hear Ills
characteristic forgetfulness of self the project their first lesson in
FRANCES G SMITH, late
noon at a dessert-bridge shower topic "The Other Side of the Hill." make the annual meeting of the ; cries. They at once got dry clothes Rev. Winfield Witham officiating. generously gave two hours of her out-of-door sketching. Miss Hall ofESTATE
Rockland,
deceased First and final
party given by Mrs. Charles West Music will include the anthem "God Camden Outing Club, which will be for him and wanted him to go to They were attended by the bride's time to each group.
account presented for allowance by
also spoke on Corsi, showing her Katharine
D
Berry, Admx.
mother.
Mrs.
Cornelia
MacDonald.
of Augusta and Miss Creighton's is Our Refuge and Strength." There held on Aug. 16 at the Lodge House. bed and have a doctor.
With Mrs. Snow for guide, the own drawings of this famous model
ESTATE LYDIA W MERR1IJ-. late
They will make their future home
sister-in-law. Mrs. John Creighton will be no evening service.
The business meeting is Scheduled
"I guess not; I am all right." and in Stetson.
Hope, deceased
First and final
Mansion and the mementoes ot who held the record for posing. of
account presented for allowance by
at the home of the latter. The A'bert Peabody
to start at 8 o'clock followed by Hall went about his work as though
Knox live again! In the Knox Oift Corsi posed for Sargent's figure of Alan L Bird. Exr
guests were Mrs. Charles W. Babb
Funeral services will be held this movies of winter sports in Camden nothing had happened.
GEORGE E CLARK, late of Rock
Shop attention was called to the Hosea In the mural which Sargent
Jr., of Camden, Miss Lois Creigh afternoon at 2 o'clock from the Da and other entertainment. It was
HOPE
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
rare glass from St. Pierre. Island of painted as a frieze in the Boston Probate
thereof, asking that the same
ton of Hamburg, N. Y., Miss Nancy vis funeral chapel for Albert H decided to hold this meeting during were Ernest Thompson John Clay
Mrs. Annie M. Barrett called Martinique, birthplace of Napoleon's Public library. Hosea, the prophet may be proved and allowed and that
Weeks of Birmingham. Mich., and Peabody, who died suddenly Wed the Summer to give the many Sum ter, Josiah Hobbs, and WUliam Sunday on her brother, Frank F. Josephine. Thc factory where this of hope, was Sargent's favorite fig Letters Testamentary Issue to Velma
Clark of Rockland, she being the
Ash Point, Mrs. Zenas Melvin, Mrs. nesday. Mr. Peabody was born in mer residents an opportunity to in Packard.
Payson who is able to be out in a glass was made was destroyed when ure. It is said that Corsi posed Executrix named ln said Will, with
Robert Allen and Miss Rose O'Neil this town Feb. 16, 1878, son of Jesse spect the Snow Bowl and offer sug
out
bond
Mrs. Simpson had been a resi wheel chair during fine days.
Pelee erupted.
for three hours without changing
ESTATE MILLARD E ROWE, late of
of Rockland, and Mrs. Albert Elliot. W. and Lucy O Hall Peabody, and gestions as to its development. Pres dent here for 26 years, coming from
The fair sponsored by the Thim
In thc turquoise-blue and plum his position.
Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad
Mrs. Edward Elliot, Mrs. Forest had lived practically all his life ident Eugene Rich who is now in Vinalhaven. She was for many ble Club last Thursday was a grati rcom. painted on mahogany by Gil
The supervisor gave a talk on ministration. asking that Elmer E.
Joyce of Camden, or some other suit
Stone. Mrs. Stephen Lavender, Miss here. He was a blacksmith by trade business in New York, will be here years employed at Achorn's store. fying success. The supper commit bert Stuart, is an oil of Col. Swan,
'Coffee Service" this month, using able person, be appointed Admr., with
Elizabeth Creighton, Miss Jane Mil and at one time conducted a busi for the meeting.
Besides her husband, she leaves tee served about 200. and the enter the first husband of Gen. Knox's a coffee service which was used et bond.
ler, Miss Dorothy Starrett and Miss ness of that sort here.
Net only have visitors from all one daughter. Mrs. Virginia Stetson tainment and beano were aLso popu youngest daughter, Caroline. Here Portress Monroe in 1898
ESTATE EMMA LANE, late of St.
George deceased Petition for Admin
Mildred Demmons of Thomaston.
He is survived by two sisters. Mrs. over the State used the facilities and a granddaughter, Betty Stetson. lar.
also is the so-called Marie Antoin
Three oils, landscapes, have been istration, asking that Joseph E Hoop
Prizes at bridge were awarded Mrs. Elizabeth Nelson of Gape Elizabeth of tlie Club, but many of the Sum
John Wilson. Jr„ went Tuesday ette secretary. On this desk lays the loaned the project by Mrs. Mer er of St. George, or some other suit
able person, be appointed Admr., with
Babb, iMrs Albert Elliot and Miss Mrs. Jessie E. Larrabee of Rock mer group now plan to return for
Onium. 300 tons of it, Ls being kept to Potsdam, N. Y. where he will re bit that Knox used at Trenton.
chant. A large still life has been bond.
Lots Creighton.
winter
sports.
ceive
three
weeks'
training
at
a
mil

in the gold vaults of the U. S. Treasland; and a brother, Dr. Ailyne
WILLIAM C. LENFEST, late of
An object of great interest in loaned by Miss Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings Peabody of Thomaston.
deceased WIU and Peti
uhy, ready for emergency war use. itary camp.
the oval room is the chair of the
The project has had 22 visitors Thomaston,
Mrs. Lovinia E. Knowlton
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
have been spending the week at
Rev. H. F. Leach of the Thomas
thc
same
may
be proved and allowed
first governor of the State of Maine, this month.
Lovinia Ellen Knowlton, 86. wife
Niagara Falls and Boston, planning ton Federated Church will offi
and that Letters Testamentary Issue
William
King.
He
was
of
that
re

Wilhelmina
T.
Fogg,
to
Frank
D.
Elllot
of Thomaston, he
of John D. Knowlton, died Thurs
to return home tomorrow.
ciate at the service. Bearers are
markable Scarborough family of
Supervisor Project 18-Y. being the Executor named ln said
Walter Bowe arrived yesterday to be Oliver Johnson, Fred Thorn day at her home on Union street.
Will, with bond.
Kings, and was of Kentish Ances
WALTER A LOW, late of Rockland,
from Arlington. Mass., for a vaca ton. Horace Vose and John Burgess. She was born in St. George, but had
"SOUTH OF PAGO PAGO”
try. His father Richard King made
deceased Will and Petition for Pro
made
her
home
here
for
manytion at his Summer home here.
Notices
of
Appointment
bate
thereof asking that the same
Interment will be in the Thomaston years.
a fortune under Sir William Pep
msv be nroved and allowed and that
iMr. and Mrs. Arthur Klein and cemetery.
perell.
Besides her husband, she leaves
I. Charles L. Veazie, Register of Pro Letter* Testamentary Issue to Lizzie
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hawthorne of
Although Gen. King, the first bate for the County of Knox, tn the E. Low of Rockland, she being the
two daughters. Mrs. Mary Thurs
named In said Will, without
Buffalo, N. Y„ who have been
State
Maine, hereby certify that Executrix
governor of Maine, had worked in in theoffollowing
ton of Camden, and Mrs. John
estates the persons bond.
guests of Mrs. Walter Bowe are SOUTH HOPE
a
saw-mill
at
Saco
in
his
youth,
he
ESTATE
LORA E BUTLER, late of
were
appointed
Administrators.
Execu

Miss Ethel Merrifield was ten Shepherd of Rockland, several
now in Fairfield for a visit before
deceased. Petition for Ad
became before his death at 84 in tors. Guardians and Conservators and Appleton,
grandchildren
and
great-grandchil

ministration
D B N. C.T.A.. asking that
on
the
dates
hereinafter
named
:
dered a surprise birthday party
returning home.
Bath, one of the largest ship-own
C. Burrows of Rockland, or
JAMES R Li i'lnEHALE. of Warren. Jerome
Mrs Nellie Ifemey has returned! Sunday at the home of Martha dren.
some
other
suitable person, be ap
ers in the United States. Ever an Lora M Dolham of Warren was ap pointed Admr.
Funeral services will be held this
D.B.N., C.T.A. with
home after seven months employ Hastings, by Mrs. Sabra Morang of
pointed Guardian. July 9. 1940, and out bond.
ardent
Democrat,
he
was
also
a
firm
qualified by filing bond on same date
Augusta. Those present were Mrs afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
ment in Tenants Harbor.
ESTATE
BENJAMIN
8. WHITEadvocate of the separation of Maine
EDWARD C. MORAN, late of Rock
late of Rockland, deceased.
Mrs. Albert Condon and son. Howard Meservey and sons. How- residence, Mrs. Lena Hall and Rev.
land. deceased Susan E Moran of HOUSE.
from
Massachusetts.
Petition
for
Distribution,
presented
by
was appointed Exx., July Edith M Randlett, Admx.
Clinton are in Fairhaven, Mass., I ard and Richard, Aurie Willis, H. I. Holt officiating.
The Cyrus Eaton chair is also Rockland
16. 1940. without bond
for a visit with Mr. Condon and Laura Bowley, Martha Hastings M s. Lenora Simpson
ANNIE M WILLIAMS, late
worthy of more than passing im
LOUISE A BROWN, late of Thom of ESTATE
deceased
First and
another son, William.
I Mrs. ,Gertrude Meservey, Berniece
deceased Marie B Singer and finalVinalhaven.
Funeral services were held Fri
portance. Cyrus Eaton the author aston.
account
presented
for allowance
E
ri
Mabelle S. Brown, both of Thomaston, by WTlbu
Mrs. Adelaide Ramos of Newark,' Merrifield. Charles Merrifield all of day afternoon for Mrs. Lenora
Wilbur
F
Coombs,
Admr.
of the "Annals of Warren" and the were appointed Executrices, July 16.
N. J., recently went to Rockland 1 this place and Fred Cunningham of (Grindle) wife of Fred T. Simpson,
ESTATE WILLIAM C. WELLMAN,
"History of Thomaston and War 1940, without bond.
late of South Hope, deceased. E’lrst
where site is guest of Mayor and i Augusta. Cake and ices were served
CLARA
C.
WEED,
late
of
Union,
de
and
final account presented for allow
who died Wednesday at her home
ren” was one of Maine's most noted ceased. Maud M Bolster of Norway.
Mrs. Edward R. Veazie, having and a variety of lovely gifts were on Union street. Rev. Winfield
historians and genealogists. The Maine, was appointed Exx., July 16. ance by Gertrude E Wellman, Admx.
ESTATE BENJAMIN S. WHITEspent the past several days here bestowed on Miss Merrifield.
“Annals of Warren" has been called 1940. without bond.
Witham officiated and the bearers
JAMES MUTCH, late of Camden, HOUSE. late of Rockland, deceased.
the best small town history ever deceased George Mutch of Camden First and final account presented for
allowance by Edith M Randlett. Admx.
written. In 1848 Bowdoin conferred was appointed Admr. July 16. 1940,
ESTATE WILLIAM A. GASTON, late
without bond.
an honorary A. M.
of
Boston, Mass., deceased First and
PRANK H. TOWLE late of Port
account presented for allowance
Eaton suffered from .blindness, Clyde, deceased. Isabelle Drummond final
by
John Gaston. John K. Howard and
Port Clyde was appointed Exx.. July
and much of his work was dictated of
17. 1940. and qualified by filing bond Roger Amory. Exrs.
ESTATE ADELBENT BENNER, late of
to his favorite daughter Emily. Mil- July 19. 1940
deceased First and final
WALTER H. WOTTON. late, of Thomaston,
ton had his Deborah but Eaton had
presented for allowance by
OPTOMETRIST
Friendship deceased Mary E Wotton account
E
’
lorcncc
B
Benner. Exx.
his Emily.
of Friendship was appointed Exx.. July
ESTATE SARAH F. LUFKIN. late of
Will be in attendance at his office
The old Eaton house (built ln 16. 1940, and qualified I A' filing bond Rockport,
deceased
First and final
22. 1940.
1809) stands In the Comhlll Dis July
MABEL E. WOODSUM. late of Owl's account presented for allowance by
Walt Disney’s Great Feature will be seen Monday
2 Chestnut St., Camden
trict, Warren. Here Eaton resided Head, deceased Amory B. Allen of William C. Lufkin. Admr.
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
Rockland was appointed Admr.. July
From
for 66 years.
and Tuesday, August 12-13, with shows
24. 1940, and qualified by filing bond quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County, Rockland, Maine.
One Is reluctant to leave the July 24, 1940.
MONDAY, AUGUST 12, to
starting at 8 o’clock
Attest:
Attest:
Frances Farmer and Jon Hall discover love and romance amid the lush Knox environs without speaking of
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 14, Incl.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
beauty of a tropical South Seas isle during the colorful action of Edward the Old Church on the Hill, ln the
ADMISSION: CHILDREN 15c; ADl'LTS 30c, Tax Included
Register.
Register
93-5-99
Smails “South Of Pago I’ago,” the new film production,
93-5-89
bell-tower hangs' a bell whleh was
Tel. 713

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

“PINOCCHIO”

Two Days Only, August 12-13

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

DR. E. A. DAVIS

Every-Other-Day

On Sunday Night

OCl ETY.
Miss Lottie Smith ot Cambridge,
Mrs. Laura Richards and Mrs.
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig and children re
turn tomorrow from two weeks
J. W. Smith.
spent at Clark Island, Mrs. Rich
Oeorge Geddes and friend of ards' former home.
New York are spending two weeks
at the Geddes cottage at Crescent
Mrs. Marie Tutt, Hans Anderson
Beach.
of Chicago. Ill., and Mrs. Frank
Langlll of Boston are visiting Mr
Mrs. John H. Capen of Hanover. and Mrs. Preeman Young.
N. H„ is making a fortnight's visit
with her brother. Luke S. Davis
Judge (Harry E. Wilbur, wife and

son Frederick left this morning
Miss Katherine Veazie and Miss
for Amherst, N. S. Judge Wilbur
Eleanor Bird were recent guests cf
returns Wednesday, but Mrs. Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Merrifield in
bur and son will visit Mrs. Wilbur’s
Kezar Palls.
parents for several weeks.
4"

Mrs Bernard Stiles and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess
Nancy have returned to Malden.
Mass after a visit witli Mrs. Stiles' are spending the weekend at Me
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Blais gunticook Lake, guests of Dr. and
Mrs. Fred S. Powers.
dell.
---------

>

Mrs. R. L Esslinger of Flushing,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Frost
L.
I., N. Y.. is the guest of her par
i of Attleboro, Mass., are spending
the weekend in the city, visiting Mr. ents, Mr. and Mrs. E C Patterson.
Frost s sister, Miss Annie M. Frost.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sherman and
son
John Jr. of Attleboro. Mass.,
There will be a picnic for Oppor
tunity class members and families are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Howard
next Wednesday at Marion Lind Proctor, Lake avenue.

sey's Summer home in South Thom
aston; if stormy, the following day.
Take picnic lunch and cups. Coffee
will be served. All wishing trans
portation should be at the First
Baptist Church at 6 p. m.

Mr. and Mrs. Furbcr Teel, son
Rodney and daughter Ronda of
Irvington, N. Y„ are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. LaForrest W. Teel. West
Meadow road.
Tonian Circle met Wednesday
night at the home of Mrs. Harry
Levensaler, entertained at picnic
supper by Mrs. Levensaler and Mrs.
Carl Christofferson.

Methebesec Club picnicked Fri
day afternoon at the cottage of
Mrs. Niles Nelson at Spruce Head,
the (hostess providing coffee. A
delightful day was passed tn con
genial pursuits and so greatly was
the occasion enjoyed that another
picnic is planned for two weeks
hence.
-------T*
Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gordon
have as guests Mr. and Mrs. Y.
Weinberg of Philadelphia. Sidney
eserofsky of New Bedford, Mass.,
nd Renee Slotnick of New York.

One Piano Played By
Four Hands In Eells Boat
Barn Concert

A PURITAN SERVICE

Theme and Variations,
Mozart
Fantasle.
Mozart
Varl tions on an Original Theme.
Shubert
Allegro Brllllante,
Mendelssohn
Veux d enfants.
Bizet
Sonata.
Hindemith
Hungarian Dances.
Brahms

Mr. Berkowitz who is on the fac
ulty at Curtis Institute of Music in
music research and history de
partment and Mr. Sokoloff who
has won particular attention by his
brilliant work with Efrem Zimballst. violinist, are making an ex
tensive study of compositions writ
ten for one piano, four hands, and
are unearthing a most interesting
collection. Those who heard these
two pianists in concert at Rock
port last Bummer cannot afford to
miss Sunday night's program whose
content bids fair to exceed in in
terest that of previous presenta
tions.
Tickets may be procured at the
door, or if desired ln advance, can
be arranged by communicating with
Mr. Berkowitz at Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A Reuter of
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Fred Knight. Broad street.
Misses Margaret Porter and Betty
Porter of Bradford, Mass., are
spending two weeks vacation with
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph E. Doherty at the Highlands.

Kool-Aid ft

Smmvf
PaspPau

The What-Not Shop specializes
in unique and worthwhile gift
wares. We have an assortment of
Edwin Brown's water-colors, and
a few by Miss Maude Hall. Visitors
welcome.—adv.

X"

graphic

s

p-

COMIQUt

THEATRE

wtewa
mcaaao
wkiim
URSHALL • BARTHELMESS - LUNDIGAN

1IYSTERY SEA RAIDER

TODAY

I •
’l

JOHNNY MACK BROWN
in
“SON OF ROARING DAN”

Victor McLaglen
JON HALL
(Hit

Hurricane”)

Frances Farmer
NOW PLAYING
"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE"
with
LAURENCE OLIVIER
GREER GARSON

SSI
Shows: Mat. 2: Ev(. 6.45 and 8.45
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
gunday Mat. 3— Daylltht Time

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Dramatic!

True!

MARGARET SULLAVAN

JAMES STEWART

‘THE MORTAL STORM”
Robert Young

Frank Morgan

Added
llal Kemp and his Orchestra

TONIGHT

“The Captain Is a Lady”
“Stagecoach War”
Serial: "THE SHADOW"
GET RICH NITE, $269

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauliqr Ricker

Ancient Custom To Be Observed
Sunday At Lincolnville Church

Ralph Berkowitz and Vladimir
Sokolofl. gifted young American
pianists, will appear ln a program
Ancient costumes, some
of music for one piano, four hands,
have
been handed down
Sunday night at the Eells Boat
Barn. Rockport at 8.30. This re erations in local families,
cital should make a special appeal again bring memories of
to the piano devotee, whether ar
tist. teacher or student. The pro
gram:

Mrs. Louis E. Wardwell was hos
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach of Ten
ant's Harbor, accompanied by Mr. tess at a delightful luncheon, with
and Mrs. Fred Kittredge of this cards. Wednesday at her charming
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Emery son
mountainside home in Camden. A
Ronald and daughter Ruth of New city, are on a motor trip to Charles number or Rockland ladies were
ton. where they are to attend an
York are making a fortnight's visit
Alumni meeting of the Higgins ln the party.
with Mr. and Mrs. James Emery.
Classical Institute.
Rockland Garden Club members
James Olds was taken to Knox
William Sharp, son of Mrs. Seth and their Summer guests are invit
Hospital Wednesday night where he
Low of New York and Battery ed to visit next Saturday Audubon
underwent an operation for rup
Beach is visiting his mother and Nature Camp at Hog Island. Cars
tured appendix.
his grandmother, Mrs. E. D. Spear. will leave at 10 a. m. from 240
Broadway, and members are urged
Mrs. Mary Wellman who has been Maple street. "Bill" has recently to attend.
returned
from
two
months
visit
the guest of her sister Mrs. William
Rogers, has returned to Mattapan, ln Colorado and Nevada. He is
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Anderson,
preparing to enter Harvard this
Mass
who are occupying Rev. Corwin H
Fall.
Olds' residence for the Summer are
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Harden
spending a few days in Jackman.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
W.
Thorndike
are
are spending the weekend in Ban
spending
a
week
as
guests
of
Mr.
gor. and are attending today the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Sheldon
teunion of Higgins Classical Insti and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs at and Daniel Noonan are attending
Tilden's Pond in Belmont.
tute in Charleston.
the Dog Show in Bar Harbor. Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint ^are in and Mrs. Sheldon's Irish Terrier
Mrs. Blanche Osgood of 239
“Duke cf Windsor" is entered in
Broadway is making a short visit ln Augusta today to attend tiie wed the show.
ding of Lorin Arnold and Miss
Ellsworth and Bangor, her former
Goldie Simons. Mr. and Mrs. Flint
home.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Steward Rhodes
will spend the weekend in Monson.
and son of Bath are spending thc
Mrs. Henry Bird has Invited the
Mrs. Dean Hunter and daughter weekend visiting Mrs. Rhodes' par
i directors of the Wcmcn's Associa
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black and
tion of the Congregational Church of Providence are visiting Mrs. Charles Rhodes in Rockport. They
Hunter's
sister.
Mrs.
Rupert
L.
Aug. 12 at 2 p. m. to her Summer
came to attend Rockport Carnival.
home. Those able to furnish, and Stratton.
Mr. Rhodes being a member of the
-------X
those needing transportation call
Mrs. Donald Farrand of Talbot association.
Mrs. Horatio Cowan. Those asked
are Mrs Horatio Cowan. Mrs. Har- avenue has as guest Mtss Beatrice
Mrs. Annie Plummer of Old Town
riette Frost, Mis Joseph Emery. Goodwin of Newburg. N. Y.
Is with her daughter. Mrs. Louis
Mrs. Frederick Bird, Mrs. Donald
Wendell Emery and bride (Vir B. Cook.
Cummings, Mrs. Walter Anderson.
--------T
ginia Dunbar i were tendered a re
Mrs. Harold leach, Mrs. Harris
Miss Anita Gatti. whose marriage
ception Tuesday night at the home
Cram. Miss Maybelle Spear, Mrs
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery. to Otis Dean of Camden will take
Emily Stevens. Miss Charlotte BufThere were 25 guests. The house place ln the near future, was the
fum. Mrs Ralph Smith. Mrs. Eugene
was decorated with cut flowers, the honor guest Wednesday night at
Lamb. Mrs. Archie Bowley, Mrs.
receiving line being in front of a a miscellaneous shower, given by
Henry Bird, Mrs. Eva Sleeper. Mrs.
bank of greens with white roses. her sister Miss Doris Gatti and Mrs
William Graves, Mrs. Waller Bars
Several violin selections were played Thomas Lawson, at the Lawson
tow and Mrs. Corwin Olds.
during the evening by Spaulding cottage “Blue Spruces" at Ginn's
Hodsdon and the guests sang many Point. Miss Gatti was the recipient
songs. The dining table had a of many lovely gifts, including
centerpiece of pink and white sweet linens, electrical appliances, china,
aiaurriA air‘
peas and white candles. A bride's pottery, kitchen accessories and
MAKES 10 BIG
cake decorated with wild roses was others. The gifts were opened by
GLASSES'^made by Mrs. Richard Hodsdon. the bride-to-be from a large basket
The young couple received many prettily decorated tn blue and pink
lovely gifts. Including glassware, which was the decorative color
scheme used throughout. Bridge
linen, furniture, and money.
and Chinese checkers were enjoyed
honors going to Miss Viola Joy
Mrs. Nelson Glidden and Mrs. Don
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Sunday and Monday
ald C. Haskell. Buffet lunch wras
served, featured by a "shower cake."
HIS STORY IS THE MOST
Mrs. Frank E. Prescott and Miss
THRILLING EVER TOLD!
Ruth Nichols assisted in serving
Others present were Mrs. Sam Dow,
Mrs. Dan Gatti. Mrs. Stanley Hall
Mrs. Dante Gatti, Mrs. Frank Perry
and the Misses Barbara Blaisdell.
Doris Coltart, Rose Delmonico
Florina and Octavia Ferrero. Doro
thy Lawry, Marion Mullen. Olenna
Rankin, Mildred Sweeney and
Dorothy Thomas.

Tuesday and Wednesday
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of which tending in an old-time costume will
receive a reserved seat in the front
for gen
center portion of the cburch. Thc
will once general public in modern dress will
the past be sealed in the side pews or gal-

By K. S. P.

Already nearly 3,000 children
frcm British homes have been land
ed in Canada and placed in com
fort and safety.
• ♦ ♦ •

Maine has already reielvei war
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Fam-1 ning Mr. and Mrs. William Steele
orders of over $60,000,300 and there ham of East Orange entertained 3d. Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Mr.
will be more before peacj is de at dinner at The Samoset Sunday j and Mrs J. Scott Fowler, Mr. an
clared.
night Miss Kate Moore. Miss Mil- Mrs. Charles Fritz. Jr., and Mr.
• • • *
dred Bailey and the Misses Ellen | and Mrs. Earle Anderson
Sabbath Morn
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Mann enter
and Joanna Swtency of New Bed
The Lord's in His holy temple.
tained at cocktails Tuesday eveford.
Tlie choir are in their place,
,
, i 11'ng Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Kimball,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Fowler. Mr and Mrs
lowpll Mf gnd
Iz-t every soul be ready
Jr.,
of
Philadelphia
are
visiting
Mr
Mrj
A
Malmstrom
and Mr and
For blessings they may take.
Give heart tn prayer and singing and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler at Flume Mrs p K «mer
Cottage.
Mr. and Mrs j;arie Anderson had
Give thanks for power divine
Mrs. Hayden Horsey of Montreal as their guests at cocktails WedGod grant that grace may overtake
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs Guy nesday Mr. and Mrs. William Steele
The wanderings of the mind.
• * • •
Murchie at their cottage "Forest 3d, Mrs. Andrew McBurney. Mrs.
Probably nothing in the history Farm." Miss Florence Iogan has Joseph Beardwood. Mr. and Mrs.
of Industry was ever more thrilling been tn New York for a few days, william Collins. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mrs. F. A. Valentine and Miss Scott Fowler, Mr. and Mrs Jay
than France's effort to carry on
normally in the months and weeks Margaret Valentine of Greenwich, Oates. Charles Thompson. Charles
and days Just preceding this with Conn., were luncheon guests Mon- i Fritz, Sr., and Mr and Mrs. H. H.
Lee.
drawal. For while the French sol- day.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Malmstrom had
—diers fought at the front to hold
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. T.
the invaders off. industrial France, H. Vetterlein, Ardmore, Pa.; Mr. as guests at lunch Wednesday Mr.
especially the intrepid Haute Cou and Mrs. J. L. Riegel, Miss Mary and Mrs. Walter Scotield and Miss
ture—the dressmaking industry- Ann Riegel. John Riegel. and Billy P“itr‘c,» Scholleld of Trenton and
kept working. Gowns and hats Riegel, Hartsdale. N. Y.; Mr and Wiscasset.
Arrivals Include Mr. and Mrs.
were resolutely designed, made, and Mrs. Frederick Miller. Annville,
shipped by Clipper to America Pa.; Mr. and Mrs E. B. deSauze and William P. Lane, Jr.. Mtss Doro
Shipped to American women, who their grandson Master Oliver deS. thy Lane, Hagerstown. Md.; Mr.
the French hoped, would buy them, Deex, Cleveland, Ohio; Mr. and and Mrs. Edward L. Robinson, Balthus helping France's foremost In Mrs. W H Braillard, Hastings-on” | tlmore. Mr and Mrs. W. H. Freydustry to survive.
Hudson; Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Nichols. gang. Essex Fells, N. J.; Mrs. K. S.
Gaskill and party Philadelphia.
• • • •
Forest Hills.
Miss Florence Logan. Brooklyn re
“Look here,' 'said the captain to
Among those entertaining at turned this morning. Mr. and Mrs.
Above Is depicted a scene from the colorful annual “Puritan Service" at
the
newly
appointed
sergeant
cocktails
Wednesday
night
were
the Lincolnville Center Christian Church, which will be held tomorrow
J G. Johnston motored to Bar
“there are men coming into camp Judge and Mrs Woolley: Mr and Harbor for lhp day
night after night after ‘Lights Out Mrs. H. H. Lee, whose guests inAmong those cruising on the
to the historical Lincolnville Cen lerles to the limit of the seating has been sounded. It's got to stop!"
eluded Mrs Allan Macklnnon and ocrtr,ldf 2 Thursday to Dark Harcapacity
of
the
church.
A
few
days
later
he
asked
the
ter Church Sunday at 11 a. m.
Mr and Mrs. A C Pieper, Mr. and bor were Mrs Charles Dinkey. Mrs.
Tlie Old Christian Church of
Again tFlls year an ancient Puritan Lincolnville is located Just out of sergeant whether things had im Mrs. Don Lowell, who had In their Edwin I)uB, 1-. William E. Farnparty Mr. and Mrs A Malmstrom. luini Mrs. C. F Hazeltine. Misr
service will be re-enacted. Tithing sight of Route 137 (the Turnpike proved.
"Oh. yes, sir” was the reply Mr. and Mrs F K. Miller and Mr. Helen Hazeltine. Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
men will solemnly pace the aisles to Rcadi at Lincolnville CcnteTr. A "The last man in blows the bugle and Mrs. A. T. Mann Jr.
Conover, Joseph I. Young. Mrs. W.
preserve decorum and awake slum sign-board at the triangle near the now.”—Tit-Bits.
Many guests reserved tables at E. Newbert. Dr. and Mrs. P. C.
bering worshippers. The modem general store points the way to the
• • • •
the mid-weekly dance, among them Boomer.
pulpit furniture will be out of sight, church, only one-tenth of a mile
About August
being Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs.
for a preoentor, in authentic cos up a side lane. The building dat
Do you know how August got Its Farnham. Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Oeorge Haigh. Shawnee-on-Delatume. will line cut several of the ing from the first settlement of
name? It was given its name by Scctt, Mrs. A G. Robyn. Mr. and j ware. Pa.; Mrs. Alfred O. Robyn,
square-toed" puritan hymns with Lincolnville, is of very interesting
Augustus Caesar. July, as of course Mrs. Joseph Pope. Mrs. Estelle Alfred G Robyn. Jr.. Byron Robyn,
out accompaniment, the congrega architecture and construction, and
you know, was named for Julius Ficks. Mrs George Westerfield, thc New York; Mr. and Mrs. William
tion singing them back, one line at will accommodate more than 400
Casear. and so Augustus thought Misses Amy and Gertrude Frank, B. Barker. Bellows Fallt, Vt.; Mr.
Last year the yard was Jammed
a time
he should have a month named for Mr. and Mrs. William Steele, 3d. and Mrs. J P Newbury, Swamp
From the original pulpit, high with nearly one hundred automo
him as well. The Roman Senate
Mr and Mrs William Collins en scott. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
above the main body of the con biles from far and wide, and it is
then, took one of the days away tertained at bridge at their cottaRe A. Heaton. New York, Mr and Mrs.
gregation. the Rev. Duncan Rogers expected that this season the
from February and gave it to on the Samoset Estate Tuesday eve- R. F Herdy. Olen Ridge, N J.
will preach a very much shortened church will be well filled at least
August so that August should have
version of one of the greatest ser 10 minutes before thc hour of
Just as many days in lt as the
mons of Oeorge Whitefield, who service. Accordingly tlie general
month named for Julius Caesar
died at Newburyport, Mass., Just public ls urged to arrive as early
before the Revolutionary War. and 1 as possible next Sunday morning. These are the only two months in
, cottage and lot will be awarded.
Continued from Page One)
whose body is interred under the The service will commence at 11 the year which come one after thc
other
that
have
31
days.
among
the
spectators
were
given
a
,
, Precedini:
... this will
.. be„ a. new
, „ fcapulpit of the ancient church in oclcck and be completed a few
• • • •
"free ride." furnishing much amuse-1
Y°“™
that
town.
Whitefield.
who minutes after noon.
Thunder Cloud and company of 14
ment.
William
Wright,
director
of
The American Red Cross an
Richard Ludington, trumpeter of
preached in open-air services to as
radio stars in a one and one-half
many as twenty thousand persons the famous Boston Junior Police nounced a plan where individual Camp Otyokwa. Waldoboro, world':: hours entertainment of Indian
title
holder,
gave
a
spectacular
baton
packages
may
be
sent
prisoners
of
at one time, is ranked with John Band, will enrich the service next
dances and Western music and songs
Wesley and Jonathan Edwards as Sunday evening at the Lincolnville war ln any belligerent nation by twirling act.
as well as several other attractions.
Record crowds have attended cash
being one of the greatest preachers Beach Church on Rcute One with their American relatives or friends
This afternoon at 2.30 will be the
The packages will be carried afternoon and evening.
of the eighteenth century. Hls two trumpet solos. In addition the
Sportsmen's hour and at 4.30 the
Twenty-two
contestants
were
en

postage
free
by
the
United
States
sermon on “They have healed also service will contain a "slngspira"Lockwells" in the skillful skating
tered
in
thc
baby
show
Friday
after

the hurt of the daughter of my tion," during which the congrega Post Office Department in an ar
act.
__________
people slightly, saying peace, peace, tion will enjoy once again singing rangement worked out under th' noon. some as far away as Bath, and
one from New Jersey. The judges,!
when there is no peace.” (Jer. several of the old gospel favorites. Treaty of Geneva.
Americans may send packages Mr Kenneth Oreen. Mrs Archie “t-VLTURAL .MAINE"
vi:14> is still timely and vitally in The closing part of the service will
only
if they have detailed knowl Plaisted of Camden, and Mrs. Percv
consist
of
another
one
of
Rev
Dunteresting. It will be delivered in
New llookl.-l Tells Tourists of
Whltefield's own words, though very ran Rogers' popular sermons on the edge of the location ol the prisoner Blaisdell of Rockland, had difficulty
l ine TliiiiRs Maine Offers
In
reaching
a
decision,
but
the
Anal
much abridged to fit tlie modern Gospel of Matthew. Everyone Ls The package must not exceed 11
awards
were:
Class
A.
6
months
to
invited to attend this friendly and pounds and may contain only food
A new booklet entitled "Cultural
time limit of twenty minutes.
years, Alan,
Every portion of the service Sun- inspiring service at thc white church clothing, games, musical lnstru l'-i
...
... 10 months -old son. Maine’ listing some of the state’s
day will follow the authentic cus- on route One at Ijncolnvllle Beach, ments, books, soap, towels and of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carr of|cu,iural op|M)r„lnlties has been istoothbrushes.
h!FPi“t -T?.'': , sued by the Maine Development
toms of Colonial days. Anyone at- I next Sunday at 7.30.
• • • •
Robert. 15 months' old son of Mr Commission and is available for
Hats Ac off to Governor Barrows and Mrs. Richard Welch of Camden, distribution.
ROSE-CONDON
A HOUSE WARMING
healthiest; Wayne. 10 months' old
The need for such a booklet list
He
has named Justice Guy H Stur
When Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Word has been received in this
son
of Mr and Mrs. Thomas Farley
Stoddard heard car after car num city of the recent marriage of a gis of Portland as Chief Justice of of Rockport, for bluest eyes. Class ing the various art and musical
bering nine rumbling up ln front former Rcckland girl, Miss Helen E. the Maine Supreme Court. Hats B, 114 to 3 years. Dianne. 2 years, colonics. Summer theatres and mu
Maine has been brought
of their home Friday night they Condon to Stanley E. Rose of Bath. arc off most of the time to the 8 months' .jld daughter of Mr and seums in
by thp incrpaslng nuin6er
Governor
found to their great surprise that
Mrs. Rc.se Ls tlie daughter of Mr. honest and high-hearted
Mrs. Ross Spear of East Conntn.'of
ng who ,.omp t(J M„,ne
• • • •
31 relatives and friends were step and Mrs. Alfred P. Condon' of 44
for happiest smile; Lorry, 2 years', wklng ,n,nlal stlmulus <omblned
What
a
kick
the
Dartmouth
stu

ping in to give them a house-warm Meadow Way. Bath, and Mr. Rose Ls
old son ol Mr and Mrs Desmond wlth a va(.al(on according to Exing in their attractive new home on the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rose dents have made because of the Oray of Camden, healthiest; Diann>. I prutlvp
Greaton.
Summer street.
*
cf West Bath. The ceremony was 755 a. m. classes. In the year 1763 2'v year' old daughter ol Mr and, Ar(
at Bethel Bowdoin
they
were
obliged
to
assemble
for
Although they were too surprised performed by Rev Joseph O. Put due
Mrs. Woodbury Bailey of Bath, cur-1 Collpgp Npw Harbor porUand.
to utter words, the Stoddards of the Winter Street, Church, Bath, chapel each morning at 5 a. m and llest hair. Tlie show was efficiently , j4on,1Pgan and Ogunquit and art
proved themselves equal to the oc the double ring ceremony being there was no artificial heat or even managed by Mrs. Beulah Richard- ( srboo|s at Boothbay Harbor and
light except a very few candles.
casion and a Jolly evening was used.
• • • •
sonI Ogunquit are described in the bookspent with games, cards and re
The bride graduated from Rock
William Fairley was easy winner |c, The informative text also In
freshments of ice cream and cook land High School in 1935 and will
Did you know that human hair in the sailing race of Bucks Harboi (eludes information on the Curtis
ies. Mrs. C. H. Leach of Tenant's be remembered as one of the out Ls used to measure the amount of fleet. 17 foot Manchester class boats ,g,r|ng Quartet at Rockport; the
Harbor ln her usual clever manner standing players on the girls' bas moisture ln the alr?
over a six mile course, with a south- | Npw England Music Camp at Std• • • •
presented the couple with a (min- ketball team. Mr. Rose graduated
west breeze and fair racing condi-■ npy. lhp Audubon Nature Camp at
ature) "old arm chair " which really frcm Morse High School in 1936
Those Mother Goose murals in tions prevailing. Only four boats, WlKCongus gay; Summer courses
contained a goodly sum of money He is employed as a machinist ap the children's ward of the Knox participated. The summary:
at Maine colleges and Maine Sum
which was contributed' by these prentice at the Bath Iron Works. Hospital are worth going to sec.
Number and Owner
El Time' mer theatres.
friends.
Thc couple responded The couple will make their home at
• • • •
1 WUliam Fairley,
2-21-45 >
feelingly.
Sabino, West Bath.
Let all hold the thought for a 17 Birch Island Oamp,
2-40-09 ' Winslcw-Holbrook Unit, ALA.
Those who planned the happy
rendezvous with many days of per 23 W H. Vaughn.
2-40-24 II will meet 'Monday night at 7 30 at
event were Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs. A SILVER TEA
16 A. L. Wrfitlrgtcn, no time taken 1
fect weather.
: I-eg ion hall. The Post has been lnThursday, Aug. 15 is thc date for
• • • •
Kitty St. Clair and Mrs. Nina
The fireworks display, which has
Leach. Those present were: Mr. the annual Silver Tea. foi the bene
The Woodrow Wilson birthplace always bepn the strongest drawing , vited to attend the meeting and
and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard. Mrs. fit cf the Elinor Jackson Library at at Staunton. Va.. is being restored card of previous regattas, was un there will be initiation. 4rs. Susie
Edna Leach. Mr. and Mrs. Law Tenants Harbor the home of the at a cost of $8,000 under the direc usually beautiful this ycar and drew Lamb and Miss Hattie Lamb are
hostesses.
rence Leach and daughter Jeanine, late T. B. Aldrich. This Tea is at tion of Mrs. Wilson.
a record breaking crowd in the eve-1
• • • ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dodge and j The Crags." as usual, from 3 to
ning. It ls expected, however, that
daughter Mary, Mr. and Mrs! 5.30 p. m.d.s.t. Major and Mrs. AlWHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
Boston cop to speed demon: there will be an even larger attend- j
Oeorge St. Clair, Capt. and Mrs. drich will welcome everyone who “Whither art thou bound. O winepd ance tonight when, at 11.45 the gift
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
John Stevens and daughter Kay, i may ceme. (bringing tiieir pocket one? To a conflagration, per
Mr. and Mrs. William Cross. Mrs. I books witli plenty of silver and a chance?"
Wilbur Cross and daughters Mary delightful social hwr is always thc
and Alice. Mr. and Mrs. Amory I result of these gatherings. Reserve
Symbols liave had to be merged
Alien and Mrs. Clara Smith, all of this date for this event, Thursday. into a code form to make a uni
ANNOUNCING
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Frar.k St. Aug. 15, 3 to 5.30 p. m. Plenty of versal tongue now that so many
Our
Annual
Display and Sale of
Clair and son Jerry of New Jersey; parking space.
nations have been forced into the
f<5-98
dreadful necessity of leaving their
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett oi
Soirerville, Mass.; Mrs. Laura Star
The Chamber of Commerce Aux homes and countries in Europe, and
rett of Warren; Mrs. Hattie Moody iliary is embarking on another com all for greed.
• • • •
of South Windsor; Dr. and Mrs. C. mendable enterprise, the purchase
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
Smart stitchery is the command
H. Leach of Tenants Harbor; and of attractive waste receptacles for
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Leach ol Main street use. The idea is to in decorating clothes today. It
Camden.
eliminate insofar as possible the really tell who's who.
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
» • • *
untidy appearance of our principal
It
has
been
reported
by
compe

Frederick S. Fales, president of thoroughfare. To raise these funds
the Standard Oil Co. of New York, the auxiliary will conduct a food tent traffic heads that four out of
spent a few hours here in his home sale Aug. 17 in the vacant store at five accidents occur when the pave
city Wednesday while enroute for 407 Main street, former home of ment is dry and the weather is clear.
FURRIERS
Hick drivers mostly, they say; in a
Canada on a fishing trip. Mr. Fales' j Knowlton’s Market.
CLOTH
COATS
BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP
hurry and cut in.
middle name might well be “speed
-------• * * *
for he left California Monday night! Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will
16 SCHOOL STREET
KOCgLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
There is a manual Golden Rule
by plane, and was in Rockland , be the guest preacher at the Penney
89-tf
Wednesday. A bit tired but still Memorial Baptist Church in Au- out and this is it—phone as you

CARNIVAL’S CLOSING DAY

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

going strong—and fast,

gusta.

would be phoned tv.

Oood advice.

Every-Other-Day
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Flying Over Brasil

•

STEAMBOAT DAYS

<

An Informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
bv John M. Richardson

Daughter Of Thomaston
Woman Presents Spark
ling Account Of IV

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

The Courier-Gazette has been j
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
■ permitted to make some extracts
J from a personal letter written by
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Agriculture
i Razorville with their local leader,
Mrs. Stephen P. Danforth of Rio .
The day's news from many lonely out posts along
The annual two-day poultry |Mrs- Lila Crummett, and club
de Janeiro. Brasil, to her mother
Maine's waterfront.
school will be held at the Univer- ! a^t'Luclnda “ch1' Mans were
Mrs. Adelaide Hanley of Beechmade for a trip in the near future
sity of Maine. Aug. 12 and 13. Pro- t0 the
at pa^^gton. After
woods street, Thomaston. Our
readers will And it an entertaining
grams may be obtained at the Ex- the business meeting the members
and exceedingly well written com
tension Service Office, Rockland, all went on a club tour visiting
munication.
Among those who exhibited at each home to see the project work
• • • •
the Dairy Show at Highmoor Farms done by each member. Room ImPocos de Caldas.
j Monmouth. Aug. 3. were: H. A. provement, sewing, cooking, canMinas Geraes. Brazil
Hawes. Union, and Round Top ning and pig projects were inspecNorth of Sao Paulo, as the crow 1
Farms, Damariscotta. Don Jew- I ted.
flies (and the plane) lies the little '
ett of Whitefield, although a memA combined tour including both
city of Pocos de Caldas. a favorite j
ber of the Kennebece County Dairy boys' and girls' 4-H clubs ln Burwatering-place. Danny had to visit
Herd Improvement Association was kettvllle was held Aug 2 starting
Sao Paulo anyway and I persuaded
also present with two Ayrshires.
at Mrs. Roy Prior's. Fifteen prohim to come a few days earlier
W. S. Bryant of Damariscotta Jects, including sewing, cooking,
and see this little section of the
Mills, has the honor of having high j canning, bean, potato, garden, pig,
Here is “Castine" as she neared the end cf her last mile. The houses have already gom by the board and she Is
state of Minas—the part that Is
cow in the county for the month and dairy were inspected by all
starting to break up. Several fishermen may be noted engaged in salvage (?) operations.
called the Minas Triangle. This
of July with 103 6 pounds of but present including the club agent.
terfat. She made 63 pounds last Tlie tour ended at Mrs. Prior's
No. 59
| shortly ln a tight spot and drafted , precipitating a score or more of letter, however is to be about Pocos
J month, and ls only two years old. where refreshments of sandwiches,
Most colorful of all Penobscot the principal, whom he had known the passengers into the water. In de Caldas in the state of Minas
The farm bureau membership cookies, and punch were served.
River r xcursion steamers and by in former steamboat days. Driving the next few minutes many acts of Geraes.
It was a superb day and the
committee consisting of Wallace Mrs. Prior is leader of the boys'
I snow, and light pouring from the heroism were performed. Chief
Spear. North Nobleboro: Mrs. John clcb and Mrs. Carolyn Leigher of
and far the most successful twi 1 , caj,in Wjndows, formed a bad com- among the men of the hour was Santos Dumont airport was crowd
Gardner. Rockland: and Clifton the girls club.
the exception of one fatal day* wss tilnation which rendered visibility Charles E. Gregory of Glen Cove ed. A little orange-colored bal
Walker, Aina, met recently at the
R. C. Wentworth, county agent,
steamer "Castine.” Built in the nil. Nothing could be done about whose powerful physique and cool loon went wavering up into the
home of Mr. Walker. The plan conducted a demonstration on con
golden age of steamboating on the I the snow, so the abashed bow watch head unquestionably spelled the air drifting always east, the loud- I
this year is, in many ways, similar trol of harmful Insects allowing
Penobscot. "Castine" outlived every had to darken the cabin again difference between life and death speaker summoned passengers to
to other years. The county has how and what kinds of spray to
one of her contemporary excursion amid the delighted laughter of his for many in the group Hanley their respective areas—for Porto I
been divided into eight districts and use at a meeting of the Georges
steamers, jogging along ln her effi- i triumphant pupils and the busy ■ Dyer of Vinalhaven the late Per- Alegre (South) for Miami and in
managers will be appointed for each Valley 4-H boys of Warren. Six
cient. effortless manner long after coach. The next half hour was nando S. Philbrick and many tervening ports, and we. bound
only for a two-hour flight, felt ■
district. These will be announced boys attended the meeting held at
the bones of other boats of the Joyous In the cabin but exactly the others did gallant work
at the meeting of the executive Earl Moore. Jr.'s garden.
eighties and the nineties bleached reverse for the badly worried cap- , Meantime Capt. Leighton Coombs rather foolish and unimportant, as !
board which will take place at
The Hill and Valley boys of
forgotten, on the sands
tain and hls gravely disturbed bow had sent the four mournful blasts if we were going to Warren on ’
the steam cars. There are several '
Pemaquid on Aug. 30.
Washington met with their leader,
"Cast tie" was Barbour-built in watch, for they were comoletely of the distress signal booming over
Arthcr Jean of North Whitefield, Donald Armstrong.
The club
1889 in Brewer but was not a mem- lost in the blinding storm Nothing the shrouded waters which fortun- air routes but we could get seats
has Installed a milking machine, agent conducted a Judging contest
ber of the Barboui fleet. She was In this world will ever look much | ate chance brought to the alert only on the Lockheed which left
milk cooler, electric refrigerator, on eggs. Plans were made for a
C9 gross tons. 71.1 feet long, 14 5 feet l*etter to me than the blurred ears of Capt Roscoe Kent of the Rio at 8.30 a. m. on schedule, cool '
Eagle Island Light Station of which Frank E. Bracey is Keeper
washing machine, and electric water club tour Inspecting each club pro
beam and 5 feet deep She had beams of Negro Island light, emerg- I steamer North Havert In a matter weather, visibility unlimited and '
pump since electricity was made j Ject and ending with a hot dog
the upright boiler typical of boats mg from the murk, allowing us to | of minutes the North Haven s life behind us the voice of the loud j
INFALLIBLE
bago State Park as guests of Mr. available at his farm. He has an roast. Aug. 9.
„i»™ and
.„H was fortunate in
her the
the jingler"
and plow
plow boats under direction of Cept. Les- speaker bidding us "Good speed"
of her class
in ‘give her
jingler and
[For The Courier-Oazette]
and Mrs. R. T. Sterling Jr., and acre of very nice looking potatoes
The Weskeag Farmers of South
being maintained A-l during all of °ur belated way to the Camden ter Kent, were picking up survivors and "Happy Landings.”
Curtained with fog. a shoreline lost to Mr and Mrs. Walker.
The only uneasy
moments
I
this year.
Thomaston visited six club projects
.
,
the naked eye.
her busy life. As a matter of fact
------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------know on a plane are those just The restless waters feel the east wind's
Mrs., Clyde Orant and daughters
Charles Tibbetts of North White- on a tour. Edwin Tyler Is local
the Coombs brothers, Capt. W
before we take off and are "safely
u'eonceaied. as it
Patricia and Earlene of Cape Eliza- . field ts building over hls barn and leader. This was the 15th meet
Perry Ccombs and Capt. Leighton
in the air.“ The route follows the
passes bybeth called Wednesday on the Hilt js planning to make changes in hls ing of the year.
Coombs, especially made a fetish of
coast at first. One sees all the har- ! They
pa” d a11 the
family.
milk room.
Oeorge Lord, assistant director of
having their beat Immaculate paint
bor. remembers that it is said to , A listening ear awaits the warning call
Mrs R T Sterling was guest SunWord has been received from the Extension Service, was in Knox
perfect and sound of hull and ma
be large enough to accommodate A
strain, to penetrate day at tlie home of her sister Mrs Frank Reed, poultry specialist, that and Lincoln counties Aug. I and
chinery.
all the navies of the world, and
the mist of white;
Charles Sterling of Torrington applications for testing hens for attended meetings with the 4-H
She ran on several lines and took
pondering soberly on the phrase. Earh tne* breskeriT roarrrt>°UndS WUh Point. Peaks Island
pullorum disease are now avail- club agent of the Best Maids' Club
excursionists of several generations
turns one's mind resolutely from Throwing salty mist against the crystal
P O Hilt, Mrs R T. Sterling, Mrs. able. All applications must be ln ot Whitefield.of which Mrs. Oeorge
literally thousands of happy miles,
other ideas that come when travprism of the tight
Adora Hilt. Mrs. W. C. Dow .Miss by Sept. 15. 1940. In order to test Hausen isj leader, and of the
but always on Penobscot waters
ersing air lanes over a great, loved
The sea has an horizon that is as charlotte Caddy and Mrs. Harold at the low rate. If you have pre- George's Valley 4-H of Warren of
with Bar Harbor the outside limit
and lovely city. Leaving the coast, beautiful to a sailor as the flowered Lmscott ynotored to St. George vtOusly tested, ‘an application will which George Buck is leader.
of her wanderings. She was long
we looked down through crystal- I slopes of the valley are to the lands- Thursday attending the reunion of be mailed to you: of not, these may
a familiar figure on the river from
clear air upon a landscape like a man. What is more peaceful than the Robinson family at the Grange be secured at the Extension SerRockland to Bangor with her ac
moss-green carpet rippled and 1the quiet, unlit cabin, with danc- hall A wonderful day and a great vice Office, Rockland.
tivities centering around Belfast.
ruffled by a wind on a drafty floor, mg beams on
the paneled bulk- tlme much enjoved by the Portland Last year ln Knox-Lincoln, there
She ran across the bay to Islesboro
Darker green streaks showed the bead from the riding light swing- Read crowd and guests.
were 31 flocks tested having 36.276
on the Camden-Belfast run. was
course of infrequent streams—few !>ng outside an open port hole, asxjrs R T sterling was guest of
hens. Of this number, there was
much at her home port. Castine,
lakes. Gashes of red earth. Sao 'the ship rolls in the ytaceful ed- , Mrs Daniel C. McDonald in Port- only one bird found that reacted
and played a prominent role in the
Paulos rich "terra roxa," literally dies under the lee of a lofty head- iand Thursday evening at a card to the test. There were 24 flocks
bitter Penobscot River steamboat
“purple loam'* and abutting bare land, protecting her when the party.
having 29.794 hens that were U. 3.
war until forced out by the demand
rocky cliffs were gradually super ocean is angry.
ACTIVITIES OF COAST GUARD
Pullorum Clean having passed two
This is “Castine” in another and happier day. Captain Coombs beams
for larger boats. She was very suc
Every
cove,
harbor,
and
inlet
Is
seded by ordered lines of coffee
Tlie Coast Guard is the national free
Mve flocks having 5.303
cessful on the Blue Hill run for from the middle window as his steamer carries an excursion of Clare trees with the arsenic green of a crevice in the rock garden of the
mont Commandery Masons. Sir Knights ludson Crouse. Raymond E.
maritime law enforcement agency hens not only were U. S. Pullorum
the Crocketts.
sea.
Each
passing
ship
is
a
new
rice
fields
gleaming
in
the
valleys.
' Thurston and Dr. Liovd M. Richardson, Sir Knight Thurston in mufti, are
of the United States. It police clean but also were U. S. approved
(The day train to Sao Paulo is one bloom. Whether single or in clus powers are derived from the laws. having been culled at the time of
Rockport readers of this item and standing by the pilot house.
ters,
they
are
beautiful.
prolonged breakfast—bananas, or
enacted for the regulation and pro- testing by an approved tester,
one William J. Sullivan of this city
Capt. Walter Edgar Scott
anges. sugar cane—then cattle on
wharf,
whence
we
walked
to
Rock|
from
the
water
and
the
wreck,
motion of American sea-borne With the Homes
will recall with mixed feelings one
the dairy farms, then the rice fields
memorable trip of the Castine It port and Rockland in the diminish- Had it not been for the proximity in the river valleys and coffee on PORTLAND HEAD
commerce.
| "Aids in Clothes Buying” will be
of the rescue steamer and swift,
appears that back in 1920 the writ ing storm.
IU growth parallels the maritime, the subJect of agf nt meetlngs thls
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow of Port
a thousand hills.) We circled over
• • • •
intelligent action by the Cap’s.
er of these lines, then principal of
development of the Nation. The week
the ,oUowlng communl.
Sao Paulo's miles of sprawling land were guests Sunday at the sta
The final excursion of ‘‘Castine" Kent'and the North Haven's crew,
Coast Ouard ls constantly engaged tles.
Rockport High School, took the
tion.
streets and came down for coffee
Hope Aug 1# at Mrs olad
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